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1 Introduction

This paper formulates a new theory of �nancial intermediation and explains the gen-

eral structure of credit markets. It explains why new borrowers (i.e. �rms which have

only recently begun trading) tend to borrow using bank �nance, whilst established

borrowers tend to issue debt directly. I analyze in a model with two-sided uncer-

tainty a dual incentive problem in which neither borrowers nor lenders can commit

to �rst-best actions. I show how concerns about reputation are e�ective in alleviat-

ing the incentive problems, and the implications of these reputation e�ects on the

nature of �nancial intermediation and the structure of the credit market. I explore

the evolution of borrower and lender reputation e�ects over time.

Mainstream neoclassical models of �nancial markets predict that transactions will

occur directly between savers and borrowers, there being absolutely no need for a

�nancial intermediary, or middleman, of any kind. But we know that banks do exist,

and have existed for 500-600 years, ever since the inception of capitalism itself. So

the very existence of banks poses an intriguing puzzle, and an interesting topic for

research.

I model the problem as follows. Borrowers have an investment project, for which

they seek �nance. They have two potential sources of �nance: a bank, or direct lenders

(i.e. issuing debt directly). Suppose borrowers choose to borrow from direct lenders.

We assume that contracts are incomplete. This creates the following moral hazard

problem for borrowers. Because contracts are incomplete, they have the opportunity

to repudiate their debt obligations, in order to renegotiate with the lender and thus

decrease the level of debt repayment. Lenders are powerless to enforce the contract.

Even though they know that the borrower's project has succeeded, and he has the

funds to repay the debt, the project outcome is unveri�able by a third party, hence

the lender cannot ask the courts to enforce repayment.

But direct lenders do have the ability to liquidate, if borrowers repudiate the debt.

However, liquidation is very costly, as it totally destroys project output. Thus, direct

lenders would actually be better o� agreeing to renegotiate, since this means they get

a partial repayment, rather than nothing at all.

Although borrowers have the opportunity to repudiate, this doesn't necessarily

mean they have the incentive to do so. However, new borrowers with short credit

records do have strong incentives to repudiate, for the following reason. I assume

two di�erent borrower types with di�erent investment projects. `Safe' borrowers'

projects have zero probability of failure, but `risky' borrowers' projects have a high

probability of failure, such that lenders will prefer not to lend to them. Borrower type

is unobservable to lenders. Since new borrowers lack an established credit history,

lenders are unable to distinguish whether they are safe or risky. To compensate for the

risk of default, lenders pool all new borrowers together and charge them high interest

rates. This gives new borrowers an incentive to repudiate, in order to renegotiate

down the level of debt repayment. But direct lenders know that new borrowers have
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an incentive to repudiate. Given that they are unable to enforce the debt contract,

and given that liquidation is too costly, it will be optimal for them to refuse to lend

to any new borrowers.

So new borrowers are unable to issue debt directly. But what about bank �nance?

The bank is willing to lend to new borrowers. But the bank faces the same problems

as the direct lenders, in that contracts are incomplete, and liquidation is very costly.

But the bank is di�erent to direct lenders in the following way. Direct lenders lend

for a single period only, then they die o�. The bank, however, is long-lived, and

is a multi-period player in the credit market. This gives the bank the ability to

build a reputation for being tough on borrowers who repudiate. Hence, if borrowers

repudiate today, the bank will liquidate. This convinces borrowers that the bank is

tough, and thus if they repudiate again tomorrow, they believe that the bank will

probably liquidate again, in which case they would receive a project return of zero.

Hence, borrowers will prefer to repay the debt.

But it is only worthwhile for the bank to build a reputation if the cost of building

the reputation (i.e. the cost of liquidation) can be o�set by a stream of rents generated

by the reputation. But where do these rents come from? We assume that the bank

is a monopolist1. Given this, and given that direct lenders will refuse to lend to

any new borrowers, the bank has market power and is therefore able to charge a

premium on interest rates. Hence, it will be optimal for the bank to liquidate if

borrowers repudiate, in order to be able to charge interest rate premiums on future

dates. Thus, the threat of liquidation is credible, and is an e�ective deterrent to

repudiation.

Hence, the answer to the question, why do banks exist, can be summarized as

follows. Banks exist in order to lend to new borrowers with short credit histories.

These borrowers are unable to issue debt directly, because direct lenders expect them

to repudiate their debt obligations. The bank is able to lend, because it is a multi-

period player in the credit market, which allows it to build a reputation for being

tough and thus deter borrowers from repudiation.

But what role do direct lenders play in the credit market? Over time, if borrow-

ers continue to repay debt on all dates, they establish a good credit history. This

convinces direct lenders that the borrower is probably a safe borrower, and thus they

will charge lower interest rates, to re�ect the lower risk of default. But now that

borrowers are charged low interest rates, their incentives change. If they repudiate,

lenders will think they are risky borrowers, and will refuse to lend to them anymore.

Hence, these borrowers risk losing access to cheap credit, which they have earned

by building up a spotless credit history. Hence, they will prefer to repay the debt,

1This assumption is not crucial to the model. We explain later how the market structure can

be derived from �rst principles. There will still be a concentrated market structure in equilibrium,

although not necessarily a monopoly. But the important point is that banks will be able to charge

interest rate premiums, because direct lenders will refuse to lend, and hence these premiums will

not be competed away.
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because they are concerned about maintaining their reputation as a good credit risk.

Direct lenders know that established borrowers will repay for this reason, hence they

are willing to lend to them. This explains why established borrowers are able to issue

debt directly, whereas new borrowers are not.2

We begin the model with a distribution of observationally equivalent, in�nitely-

lived borrowers with di�erent project types and with no credit history, and a large

number of direct lenders and one bank lender with no previous history of lending.

The proportion of risky borrowers in the market is initially quite high, such that

market interest rates are too high for borrower reputation to be e�ective in deterring

repudiation. Direct lenders will therefore refuse to lend, given that they face debt

repudiation if they do lend. However, the bank is willing to lend, because it is able to

deter repudiation by building a reputation for toughness. But the bank faces a �nite

horizon for the following reason. Every period, there exists a positive probability that

risky borrowers will be forced to default due to project failure, thus revealing their

type and resulting in credit termination. This means for any borrower who repays

the debt, the probability that it is a safe borrower rises, and thus it is charged a lower

interest rate on future dates. This implies that the value of repaying debt and thus

retaining access to credit rises, i.e. the net value of borrower reputation increases

over time. On some date, the net gain from retaining access to credit exceeds the

pay-o� from repudiation, even if the borrower faces zero probability of liquidation.

Hence on this date, direct lenders can lend, given that borrowers' concerns about

maintaining their reputation will police their incentives, and thus the competitive

market for directly placed debt becomes open. Borrowers with a good credit history

will prefer to borrow directly, given that the bank charges a premium on interest

rates, and thus on this date they will switch from bank �nance to direct �nance.

Hence, the bank faces a �nite horizon.3

There is a substantial literature which explains the existence of �nancial inter-

mediaries as an endogenous mechanism to mitigate the information and incentive

problems which disrupt �nancial markets. The focus of the recent literature has been

to explain why certain classes of borrowers choose bank �nance rather than issuing

debt directly. Most papers have approached this issue by proposing that certain bor-

rowers prefer bank �nance because banks provide some special service which direct

lenders are either unable or unwilling to o�er. For example, in Diamond (1991), banks

monitor borrowers' project choices, which reduces the degree of adverse selection and

2This result (that established borrowers are able to issue debt directly due to concerns about

their reputation) was �rst shown in Diamond (1989). However, Diamond considers a di�erent moral

hazard problem - in his model borrowers have incentives to choose risky projects, whereas I model

the problem of debt repudiation.
3If we introduce entry of new cohorts of borrowers each period, the bank will no longer face a

�nite horizon and will continue to lend in the model's steady state. If we assume that the new cohorts

face the same initial degree of adverse selection as the original cohort of borrowers, and similarly

that the new borrowers have no prior credit history, then they will also be unable to borrow directly

and must rely on bank �nance.
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moral hazard, and hence allows banks to charge a lower interest rate than direct

lenders, to borrowers without established credit histories. In Chemmanur and Ful-

ghieri (1994), banks are willing to evaluate the prospects of �rms in �nancial distress,

and are thus less likely to liquidate ine�ciently than direct lenders. Hence borrowers

who are more prone to �nancial distress are actually willing to pay an interest rate

premium on bank �nance, compared to the rate on directly-placed debt, in order to

bene�t from the evaluation service that the bank provides.

My model, however, provides an entirely di�erent explanation for the existence of

banks. Direct lenders refuse to lend to borrowers with short credit histories, because

these borrowers have incentives to repudiate their debt obligations. Direct lenders

cannot compensate for the risk of repudiation by charging even higher interest rates,

as borrowers will renegotiate downward the debt repayment in any case. Therein

lies the function of the banking sector: banks lend to new borrowers who are unable

to obtain �nance elsewhere. There are two key di�erences between the bank and

direct lenders. First, the bank is a multi-period player in the credit market, and

therefore has the ability to build a reputation for toughness. Second, there exists a

concentrated market structure in the banking sector, whereas the market for directly-

placed debt is competitive. This is crucial to the model, since it allows the bank to

charge interest rate premiums. Note that in my model, there is nothing intrinsically

di�erent about bank debt and directly-placed debt. Although borrowers with short

credit histories would prefer to borrow from direct lenders, they are unable to, and

are forced instead to borrow from the bank at a premium rate.

Hence, this paper provides a di�erent explanation for the existence of banks. But

it is also an improvement on the existing theories for the following reasons. It explains

the following two stylized facts of the credit market, which the existing literature has

been unable to account for:

1) Banks have a reputation for aggressive liquidation.

2) Small businesses borrow almost exclusively from banks and pay an interest rate

premium on bank debt4.

The �rst stylized fact is most relevant to the US and UK banking systems, in

which banks have a reputation for being tough on �rms in �nancial distress, tending

to liquidate immediately rather than arranging rescue packages and allowing time

for �nancial restructuring, which is more typical of the Continental and Japanese

banking systems (see Frankel and Montgomery (1991)). Note that Chemmanur and

4The evidence on how high bank interest rates are is mixed. However, the headline interest rates

charged by banks is not so important. What matters is the overall cost of bank debt. There is

substantial evidence whcih suggest this is high for small businesses. For example, the Cruickshank

Report concluded that banks in the UK use their considerable market power to overcharge small

businesses on interest rates, and to impose high non-interest charges (e.g. banks insist that small

business customers also maintain their current accounts (which levy high transactions costs) with

the bank if they wish to obtain �nance). The model I use generalizes easily to consider these `hidden

charges', and the results are una�ected. The important point is the bank has market power, and is

therefore able to impose high non-interest charges.
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Fulghieri (1994) predicts the opposite result. In their model, banks are willing to be

�exible if borrowers default, rather than liquidating without hesitation.

The second fact concerns small businesses' dependence on bank �nance (the main

UK clearing banks provide around 90 per cent of all small �rm lending (Batchelor

1989)), and the existence of interest rate premiums on bank debt. Note that Dia-

mond (1991) actually predicts the opposite, that banks charge a lower interest rate

to new borrowers than direct lenders. Although Chemmanur and Fulghieri (1994)

does predict that banks charge interest rate premiums, in their model borrowers are

actually willing to pay an interest rate premium on bank �nance, in order to bene�t

from the evaluation service that the bank provides. However, there is a wealth of

survey evidence (e.g. Binks et al. (1992), Storey et al. (1988), Cowling et al. (1991),

Bank of England (1996)), which suggests that this does not explain what is actually

going on. Small businesses in the UK do not give the impression that banks perform

a special service for which they are willing to pay a premium. On the contrary, they

complain about overcharging on interest rates and the lack of availability of alterna-

tive sources of �nance. But this is exactly what my model predicts. New borrowers5

are unable to borrow directly, and must therefore rely on bank �nance, and are forced

to pay whatever the bank charges.

My model also generates two important implications for �nancial policy. Firstly,

the small business lobby in the UK has long argued that banks sometimes act precip-

itately by appointing receivers to a struggling business without giving it the oppor-

tunity to explore alternatives such as restructuring. These concerns have been voiced

loudly, especially during the 1990-92 recession, in which period relations between

small �rms and banks reached an all time low. Given the widely accepted view that

the small business sector is an important engine of growth, innovation and employ-

ment creation, the government has taken these problems seriously and has responded

by undertaking reforms to corporate insolvency procedures which curb creditors' pow-

ers to liquidate small businesses (Bank of England 1996). However, although such

reforms may reduce the incidence of ine�cient liquidation, my model suggests that

they may be counter-productive. If banks' powers to liquidate are curtailed, then

borrowers face less of a deterrent to repudiation, which may a�ect banks' willingness

to lend to small businesses. Hence, it is important that reforms to �nancial policy

recognize the trade-o� between deterring debt repudiation and minimizing ine�cient

liquidation.

Secondly, suppose the government imposed an interest rate ceiling to prevent

banks from charging high interest rates. In my model, this would mean that if

borrowers repudiated, the bank would have no incentive to liquidate and thus build

a reputation for toughness, as there would be no future rents to o�set the cost of

liquidation. Hence liquidation would no longer be a credible threat, and borrowers

would not be deterred from repudiation. Thus, the bank would be better o� not

5Although many small businesses are actually well-established �rms, we are concerned here with

the subset of small businesses which are recent start-ups.
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lending to new borrowers. Hence, measures to cut interest rates charged by banks

could be counter-productive.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 sets out the model. Section

3 solves for equilibrium when borrowers borrow directly on the open market and

also analyzes the dynamics of borrower reputation e�ects. Sections 4-10 solve for

equilibrium in the stage game on dates when borrowers borrow from the bank. Section

11 solves for the multi-period equilibrium. Section 12 concludes the paper.
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2 The Model

Borrowers

Borrowers are risk neutral and in�nitely-lived. They receive no endowment but

have access to an investment project each period. There are two types:

- type A borrowers have one riskless project each period. They can invest I units

and receive Y (I) I units with probability 1, where Y (I) = a� bI; with a > 0; b > 0
hence the investment technology exhibits diminishing returns,

- type B borrowers have one risky project each period, which returns Y (I) I with
probability � and zero with probability 1��, where �Y (I) < 1; hence type B projects

yield negative net present value to lenders.6

Borrowers must invest funds in their projects, they cannot invest instead in the

riskless asset or consume funds directly.

The initial population of borrowers contains a publicly observable fraction fA of

type A's and fB(= 1� fA) of type B's. Borrower type is private information and all

borrowers are initially observationally equivalent. Project returns are independently

distributed. I assume that although the project outcome is observed by both borrower

and lender, it is not observable by any third party, including other lenders. Hence

lenders are unable to enforce repayment by writing a comprehensive contract, i.e.

contracts are incomplete, and the only enforceable contract is a debt contract which

speci�es a �xed payment of r per unit loan, where r is the gross interest rate, and

entitles the creditor to liquidate the project in the event of default. However, I

assume that lenders are unable to commit ex ante to liquidation. This gives rise

to the following incentive problem. Borrowers can repudiate their debt contracts

in order to negotiate downward the level of debt repayment. Although I do not

explicitly model the bargaining process, I assume that after debt repudiation, the

lender still requires the borrower's cooperation to deliver project returns, hence both

the borrower and lender have some bargaining power over the project output. We

set the renegotiated payment to lenders at (1� �)Y (I) I, where � parameterizes the

borrower's bargaining power, and (1� �)Y (I) < 1; hence the following condition

holds

(1� �)Y (I) I < rI 8r � 1 (1)

i.e. lenders are worse o� after contract renegotiation even when the interest rate on

debt is at its lowest level, equal to the riskless rate.

Borrowers maximize discounted expected consumption, given by
P

1

t=1 �
t�1E(ct),

where ct is period t consumption, and � is the discount factor with 0 < � < 1.
Consumption of all agents must be non-negative each period, hence borrowers have

limited liability. This means that type B borrowers can earn a positive expected return

6We assume that the type B project return in the successful state is the same as the type A

project return. This is purely for analytical convenience. The nature of the results are una�ected if

we assume type B has a di�erent project output function Z (I) 6= Y (I), providing that �Z (I) < 1
holds.
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on their projects, given that �(Y (I) � r)I + (1 � �)0 � 0 where r � Y (I) ; even
though type B projects yield negative net present value to lenders. I also assume that

borrowers cannot save7. Although there exists a countable in�nity of both borrowers

and direct lenders, we assume borrowers' projects are in relatively short supply, and

hence the riskless asset is in use in any equilibrium. Hence, in the competitive credit

market, direct lenders will lend to any borrower who o�ers a debt contract with an

expected return no less than the riskless rate of return.

Lenders

Lenders are risk neutral and receive an endowment of consumption goods each

period. They have a choice over how to invest this:

1) they can invest in a riskless asset, which has a gross rate of return of R, or

2) they can lend to borrowers who have access to investment projects.

For simplicity, we set the riskless rate of interest to zero, i.e. R = 1, and assume

that lenders do not discount the future. This does not in any way a�ect the results,

but is used for analytical convenience.

There are two distinct categories of lenders:

1) The bank. I assume that the bank is a monopolist, and is in�nitely-lived.

2) Direct lenders. These live for a single period only, hence borrowers face a new

generation of direct lenders each period. In order to model the competitive structure

of the market for directly-placed debt, I assume there are a large number (a countable

in�nity) of small direct lenders, each of whom has no individual in�uence over the

market interest rate.

I assume that the bank is observationally distinct from direct lenders, hence direct

lenders cannot masquerade as bank lenders, and vice-versa.

Both the bank and direct lenders have a liquidation technology which gives them

the ability to liquidate borrowers' projects if they default on debt repayment. Both

the bank and direct lenders receive a pay-o� of (1 � �)Y (It)It if they renegotiate.

Direct lenders receive a pay-o� of zero from liquidation.

I model uncertainty over the bank's pay-o�s from liquidation as follows. I assume

that there exists two classes of banks:

a) Class S banks. This class has pay-o� q(s) if it liquidates when borrowers

repudiate, where q(s) > (1 � �)Y (It)It 8t; hence class S banks prefer liquidation to

renegotiation. We make the stronger assumption that q(s) = rtIt 8t; hence class

S banks are indi�erent between borrowers repaying and repudiating debt. This is

purely for analytical convenience, and does not a�ect the main results in the paper,

which will obtain providing q(s) > (1� �)Y (It)It 8t holds.
b) Class W banks. We assume a continuum of types of class W banks, where each

type has pay-o� q(w) from liquidation, where w is the realization of random variable

7This allows us to focus on the importance of reputation e�ects in improving borrowers incentives,

and abstracts from issues of optimal capital structure (i.e. what mix of debt and internal equity

should borrowers use).
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! which is uniformly distributed on [0; 1] ; and distributed independently across all

banks. The pay-o� function is given by q : [0; 1]! (�1; 0) where q(w) is a strictly

increasing and continuous function of w:
The bank's class and type are both private information. We assume that borrow-

ers' assessment of the prior probability that a bank is class S is given by �
1+�

; where

� is small.

I assume the following information structure. At each point in time, lenders

can observe borrowers' entire credit histories. Speci�cally, it tells them whether

a borrower has ever defaulted on a loan, but does not reveal whether default was

strategic (i.e. repudiation) or forced by project failure. Also, at each point in time

borrowers can observe the bank's history of actions, namely on which dates it has

chosen to lend in the credit market, and whether it liquidated or renegotiated when

borrowers have defaulted.

We model the problem as the repeated play of an extensive form stage game with

incomplete information, using the concept of sequential equilibrium. We describe the

one period stage game for any given date t0 below.

We describe �rst the stage game in which borrowers borrow from the bank. All

bank pay-o�s are given net of the return available from the riskless asset. The stage

game consists of the following sequence of steps:

Step (1): The bank decides whether to lend to borrowers in the credit market on

date t0; or to invest in the riskless asset. If it does not lend, then the date t0 stage
game ends, the bank receives a net pay-o� of zero, and all borrowers receive a pay-o�

of zero. If it lends, the game proceeds to step (2).

Step (2): The bank sets the interest rate, and also decides whether to ration the

amount of credit it will lend to each borrower.

Step (3): Nature determines the outcome of a randomizing device, which is ob-

servable to all borrowers but not to the bank.

Step (4): Borrowers o�er debt contracts to the bank, specifying the interest rate

and the amount they wish to borrow.

Step (5): The bank chooses which debt contracts to accept. If the bank refuses to

lend to any given borrower, then the date t0 stage game ends for that borrower and

it and the bank receive a pay-o� of zero.

Step (6): Nature determines the outcome of type B projects. If a borrower's

project fails, then its date t0 stage game ends, it receives a pay-o� of zero and the

bank receives a net pay-o� of �It. If its project succeeds, then it proceeds to step

(7).

Step (7): Borrowers choose whether to repay or repudiate. If a borrower repays,

then its date t0 stage game ends, it receives a pay-o� of (Y (It0)� rt0)It0 , and the bank

receives a net pay-o� of (rt0 � 1)It0: If it repudiates, then the game proceeds to step

(8).

Step (8): The bank decides whether to liquidate or renegotiate with each borrower

who repudiated. If it liquidates, it receives a net pay-o� of q(w) � It (if it is class
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W) or (rt0 � 1)It0 (if it is class S); and the borrower receives a pay-o� of zero. If it

renegotiates, it receives a net pay-o� of �(1 � (1 � �)Y (It0))It0 ; and the borrower

receives a pay-o� of �Y (It0)It0 :
At steps (4) and (7), the borrower is at an information set regarding the bank's

class and type. At steps (1), (2), (5), and (8), the bank is at an information set

regarding the borrower's type, and at steps (5) and (8) it is at an information set

regarding the outcome of the randomizing device.

The bank plays this stage game against every borrower. The game is structured

such that the bank plays step (5) sequentially against all borrowers before it moves

on to step (8), which it also plays sequentially against each borrower.

The stage game in which direct lenders lend is identical to the above, except that

step (2) is omitted, given that direct lenders have no control over the interest rate

and are unable to ration credit.

3 The Dynamics of Borrower Reputation E�ects

In this section, we solve for equilibrium when borrowers borrow directly on the open

market. We also analyze the dynamics of borrower reputation e�ects. We begin by

solving for borrowers' optimal repayment strategies, and show that if interest rates

are too high, borrowers will prefer to repudiate debt. We then show that as the

market interest rate falls over time, the net value of borrowers' reputations rises and

thus incentives to repay debt improve. Finally, we derive the threshold date. We

show that it is the �rst date on which the pay-o� from repaying debt and retaining

access to future credit exceeds the pay-o� from repudiation, for both borrower types.

We begin by outlining the borrower's moral hazard problem. New borrowers with-

out an established credit history face a problem of adverse selection, i.e. there is a

high proportion of type B borrowers in the market, but all borrowers are observa-

tionally equivalent. Hence, all new borrowers are pooled together and charged high

interest rates, to re�ect the high risk of default. This gives these new borrowers the

incentive to repudiate, in order to renegotiate downward the level of debt repayment.

If borrowers decide to repudiate, it is optimal for the direct lender to renegotiate, be-

cause its pay-o� from renegotiation (1��)Y (It) exceeds the pay-o� from liquidation

(zero). Suppose the lender threatens to liquidate, in order to try to deter the bor-

rower from repudiation. But borrowers know that direct lenders will prefer ex post to

renegotiate, hence the threat is not credible and hence they will not be deterred from

repudiation. Direct lenders know that it is optimal for borrowers to repudiate, hence

they will refuse to lend, and thus borrowers are forced to borrow from the bank.

On every date, lenders form an assessment of each borrower's type, on the basis of

its track record for debt repayment. On the basis of this assessment, lenders decide

whether to re-lend to a borrower, or to terminate credit. If the track record implies

that the probability that the borrower is type B is high, then direct lenders will
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terminate credit. If borrowers continue to repay debt on all dates, they establish

a good credit history, and thus the lender's assessment of the probability that the

borrower is type A rises (since only type B projects fail). Hence, direct lenders

will re-lend to these borrowers and will charge them lower interest rates, to re�ect

the lower risk of default. But now that borrowers are charged low interest rates,

their incentives change. Suppose a borrower whose project has succeeded decides to

repudiate. How will lenders revise their belief about the borrower's type? Note that

lenders cannot distinguish between a borrower who defaults due to project failure,

and a borrower who defaults strategically, because project outcome is not publicly

observable. Hence, if lenders form the belief that if the borrower defaults, then it must

be a type B borrower whose project failed, their optimal response will be to terminate

this borrower's credit. Hence, borrowers with good credit histories will prefer not to

repudiate, because they don't want to jeopardize their reputations for being a good

credit risk, and thus have their credit terminated, given that they are now able to

borrow cheaply from direct lenders. This is why direct lenders are willing to lend

to borrowers with established credit histories, because these borrowers are concerned

about their reputations, and thus do not have incentives to repudiate debt.

We now derive type A and B borrowers' optimal repayment strategies if they

borrow directly, as a function of current and future market interest rates. First, we

must analyze what are direct lenders' equilibrium re-lending strategies. We prove

below that in equilibrium, direct lenders' beliefs about borrower type, if a borrower

defaults, are that he is type B, and hence it is optimal to terminate his credit. Hence,

in equilibrium, if a borrower defaults, the present discounted value of his future pay-

o�s is zero.

It is an optimal strategy for type A borrowers to repay debt if and only if the

following holds:

VAt(rep) � VAt(def)

, (Y (It)� rt)It + �VAt+1 � �Y (It)It

, (rt � (1� �)Y (It)) It � �VAt+1 (2)

where VAt(rep) and VAt(def) are the expected present discounted value of repaying

and defaulting on debt respectively on date t, and VAt+1 is the expected future value

to type A borrowers of retaining access to credit on future dates, given future interest

rates. Hence condition (2) states that if interest rates are low enough, and thus

the value of retaining access to credit on future dates is high enough, the return to

repaying debt exceeds the pay-o� from repudiation, and hence reputation is e�ective

for type A borrowers.

Similarly for type B borrowers, it is an optimal strategy to repay debt if and only

if the following holds:
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VBt(rep) � VBt(def)

, (Y (It)� rt)It + ��VBt+1 � �Y (It)It

, (rt � (1� �)Y (It)) It � ��VBt+1 (3)

We now derive direct lenders' optimal lending strategies. We assume that the mar-

ket for directly-placed debt is competitive, hence no individual direct lender has any

in�uence over the market interest rate. Direct lenders will therefore accept any debt

contract which o�ers an expected return no less than the riskless interest rate. Sup-

pose both type A's and type B's (if their projects succeed) repay debt on date t.

Then

EuDt = FAtrt + FBt�rt � 1

, rt �
1

FAt + FBt�
= rDt (4)

where FAt and FBt are the proportion of type A and B borrowers respectively in the

market at the start of date t, and EuDt is the lender's expected return on date t:
Hence lenders will accept any debt contract which o�ers an interest rate rt � rDt .

Given that borrowers are relatively scarce, they will o�er the lowest rate necessary

to ensure that the contract is accepted. Hence in equilibrium, rt = rDt . Given the

market interest rate rDt ; borrowers will borrow amount IDt given by I(rep; rDt ); which
is the borrower's demand for funds function (which is solved for in section 7 below).

But suppose both borrower types repudiate debt. Then

EuDt = (FAt + FBt�)(1� �)Y (It)

Hence EuDt < 1; given that (1 � �)Y (It) < 1 by assumption, and hence it is op-

timal for lenders to refuse to accept debt contracts. Thus, on dates when borrower

reputation is ine�ective, direct lenders will refuse to lend.

Both the bank and direct lenders will refuse to lend to any borrower who is revealed

to be type B. Type B's expected project return is �Y (I) < 1: Hence, even if lenders

charge the maximum possible interest rate r = Y (I); they receive an expected return

lower than the return on the riskless asset. Hence, it is optimal to terminate credit

to any borrower who is revealed to be type B.

We assume that fB; the initial proportion of type B borrowers in the credit market

is su�ciently high as to drive up interest rates such that on date t = 1; conditions
(2) and (3) fail to hold. However, over time, the proportion of type B borrowers

in the market declines, as they default and thus reveal their type, hence resulting

in their exclusion from future borrowing. Hence, FBt falls over time, and from (4),

the interest rate charged by direct lenders falls over time. As interest rates fall, the
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value of repaying debt and thus retaining access to future borrowing opportunities

increases, i.e. the net value of borrower reputation increases.

On dates when interest rates are low enough such that conditions (2) and (3)

hold, borrowers will prefer to borrow directly at the market interest rate given by

(4), rather than from the bank, given that the bank charges an interest rate premium

(as we prove in section 8 below). Given that (2) and (3) hold, borrowers will prefer

to repay debt, and hence, direct lenders will be willing to lend. This means that in

equilibrium, the only borrowers who default are type B borrowers who are forced to

default due to project failure. Hence, lenders' beliefs that default implies type B are

consistent with borrowers' equilibrium strategies.

We now derive the dynamics of the competitive market interest rate series. On

any date t; every type B borrower faces a probability of project failure of 1 � �. If

its project does fail, the borrower is revealed to be type B, and it is denied future

credit. Hence the evolution of FAt and FBt;the proportions of type A and B borrowers

remaining in the market at the beginning of date t, is given as follows:

FAt =
FAt�1

FAt�1 + �FBt�1

; FBt =
�FBt�1

FAt�1 + �FBt�1

(5a)

Hence, �t = FAt+�FBt is monotonically increasing over time, given that FAt+1 > FAt

and FBt+1 < FBt for all t. This implies that, from (4), rDt+1 < rDt for all t. Hence,

interest rates are monotonically decreasing over time.

Let us de�ne date T + 1 as the earliest date on which reputation is e�ective for

type B borrowers, i.e. condition (3) holds. But if reputation is e�ective for type B's,

then it must also be e�ective for type A's. This is because for all t, VAt+1 > VBt+1;

given that type A's project has a higher expected return then type B's, hence if (3)

holds then (2) must also hold. Hence direct lenders will lend on date T + 1; because
both borrower types will prefer to repay the debt. But the fact that VAt+1 > VBt+1
for all t implies that there exists some date tA < T + 1 on which (2) holds, but

(3) fails to hold. Hence on this date, if direct lenders were to lend, type A's would

repay the debt but type B's would prefer to repudiate, in which case type A and

B borrowers would separate. However, we rule out all such separating equilibria as

follows. Direct lenders would have to charge a higher interest rate than (4), given by

r0t; to compensate for the lower (renegotiated) repayments from type B borrowers, in

order that they receive an expected return no lower than the return on the riskless

asset. Hence lenders will accept debt contracts from borrowers

, FAtr
0

t + FBt�(1� �)Y (It) � 1

If the interest rate r0t is su�ciently high, then (2) will no longer hold, and hence type

A's will also prefer to repudiate. We assume that this is the case for all t < T + 1;
hence there exists no separating equilibrium.8

8In Bijapur (2000), we examine the case in which (2) holds with interest rate r0
t
for some t < T+1:

We show that even in this case, there exists no separating equilibrium.
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We have thus shown that the threshold date on which direct lenders enter the

market and borrowers switch from bank debt to directly-placed debt is date T + 1,
which is the earliest date that both conditions (2) and (3) hold and hence reputation

is e�ective for both borrower types. We must prove that date T + 1 does actually

exist, i.e. that borrower reputation will eventually be e�ective on some date T <1:

Bijapur (2000) derives a necessary and su�cient condition which ensures the existence

of reputation equilibrium. We must also prove that this threshold date is unique, i.e.

borrowers do not switch back and forth between bank and directly-placed debt over

time. Bijapur (2000) does this by proving that the dynamics of borrower reputation

e�ects are monotonic.

We can now derive date T + 1: We start with date t = 1 and check whether�
rD
1
� (1� �)Y (I1)

�
I1 � ��VB2 holds, where VB2 is computed under the claim that

borrowers borrow directly at the market interest rate and repay debt on all dates,

hence VB2 =
P

1

t=2

�
�t�2(Y (It)� rDt )It

�
. If this fails to hold we iterate on this process

until we �nd date T +1 such that
�
rDt � (1� �)Y (It)

�
It � ��VBt+1 holds. We know

that this must then hold for all t � T + 1; given that the dynamics of borrower

reputation e�ects are monotonic, and thus the claim that borrowers borrow directly

at the market interest rate and repay debt on all dates is ful�lled.
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4 The Bank Lending Equilibrium

We now solve for equilibrium in the stage game (outlined in section 2 above) on dates

t � T , on which borrowers borrow from the bank. This involves solving sequentially

the following set of problems:

1) The bank's liquidation versus renegotiation problem, given that the borrower

has repudiated.

2) The borrower's repayment versus repudiation problem.

3) The borrower's demand for funds.

4) The bank's decision on what interest rate to charge.

5) The bank's decision on whether or not to lend.

Before we embark on the formal solution of the stage game equilibrium, it is

instructive to give an intuitive description of the equilibrium.

To model uncertainty over the bank's pay-o�s from liquidation, we assume two

classes of banks: tough (class S) and weak (class W). Given a one period horizon,

if borrowers repudiate, a tough bank will prefer to liquidate, but a weak bank will

prefer to renegotiate, since for weak banks liquidation is relatively costly. Hence if

borrowers know that the bank is tough, they will prefer to repay the debt, since if

they repudiate the bank is sure to liquidate and thus borrowers get a zero pay-o�.

However, if borrowers know that the bank is weak, they will repudiate, since they

know that the bank will agree to renegotiate anyway. But what happens with a

multi-period horizon? If borrowers repudiate, weak banks might have an incentive to

liquidate, even though liquidation is costly, in order to persuade borrowers that it is

tough. The bank's class is private information, hence borrowers do not know whether

they face a tough or weak bank. But if the bank liquidates today, borrowers might

think that they are actually facing a tough bank. Hence, it is optimal for them to

repay the debt tomorrow, since the bank is likely to liquidate again if they repudiate

tomorrow. And thus, a weak bank has an incentive to liquidate today, in order to

build a reputation for being tough, and thus deter borrowers from repudiating on

future dates.

But we assume that the prior probability that the bank is tough is actually very

small, and this is common knowledge. Hence, at the beginning of the game when

the bank has not yet built its reputation, borrowers believe that the bank is most

probably weak. However, borrowers will still be deterred from defaulting even though

they believe the bank is probably weak for the following reason. A weak bank will

have an incentive to liquidate defaulters, because if it fails to do so, it reveals its

type to borrowers and thus borrowers will always repudiate if the bank ever lends

again. And thus the bank would lose the pro�table opportunities to lend to these

new borrowers at a premium interest rate on future dates. Hence even though the

prior probability that the bank is tough is small, the threat of liquidation is credible

because borrowers know that the bank has a long horizon and thus has many future

lending opportunities to defend.
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As we show in the formal solution of the stage game equilibrium, on the equilib-

rium path, there are two possibilities on any given date:

1) all borrowers (whose projects succeeded) repay debt, or

2) all borrowers (whose projects succeeded) randomize between repayment and

repudiation (the mixed strategy equilibrium).

This means that we must solve each step of the stage game for both of these cases.

To simplify the analysis, we assume the existence of a public randomizing device,

such that in equilibrium, borrowers will repudiate en masse9. At the beginning of

every period, this device transmits a signal which says `repay' or `repudiate'. The

signal is immediately observable to all borrowers, but not observable to the bank or

any other lender until the end of the period, after borrowers have made their repay-

ment decisions. Hence, in the mixed strategy equilibrium, borrowers will coordinate

their actions according to the signal outcome.

5 The Bank's Liquidation versus Renegotiation Prob-

lem

Consider the event that all borrowers, both type A's and type B's whose projects

succeeded, repudiate on some date t0 � T . What is the bank's optimal strategy? To

determine whether it is optimal for the bank to liquidate or renegotiate, we need to

consider two factors:

1) the bank's stage game pay-o� on date t0 if it liquidates or renegotiates
2) the e�ects of the bank's action on date t0 on its future pay-o�s.

The second factor is important for the following reason. The bank's future pay-o�s

are a function of borrower repayment decisions on future dates. Borrowers' decisions

on whether to repay or repudiate depend on their assessment of the probability that

the bank will liquidate if they repudiate. More speci�cally, on each date borrowers

form an assessment of the probability that the bank is class S, conditional upon the

history of the bank's actions. We de�ne this assessment to be the bank's reputation

x, meaning that if the bank has reputation x, borrowers' beliefs are that the bank

is class S, or class W with w � x (where w denotes the class W bank's type, which

speci�es its pay-o� from liquidation). Borrowers map all observable information on

the bank's actions into the reputation variable x: For example, if the bank liquidates

on date t0; borrowers might believe that this indicates that the bank has a lower cost

of liquidation than they previously thought (i.e. its type w is higher than previously

assessed). Hence the bank's reputation is revised upwards. This means that the

probability that the bank will liquidate on future dates is assessed to be higher, and

9If we assume independent randomization instead, the nature of the results in this paper are

unchanged.
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thus borrowers will be less likely to repudiate, which means that the bank's future

pay-o�s will be higher.

First, we solve for a class S bank's optimal strategy. We start with date T , the
bank's terminal date. Since there are no future pay-o�s to consider, we need only

consider the bank's stage game pay-o� on date T: For a class S bank, the pay-o� from

liquidation q(S) = r(IT )IT exceeds the pay-o� from renegotiation (1� �)Y (IT )IT by

assumption; hence it is optimal to liquidate borrowers who default. What is the

bank's optimal strategy on date T � 1? Suppose the bank's action on date T � 1
a�ects borrowers' beliefs such that borrowers will prefer to repay on date T: How does

this a�ect the bank's pay-o� on date T ? If borrowers repay on date T; the bank gets

a net pay-o� of (r(IT )� 1)IT : But if borrowers repudiate, the bank will liquidate and

hence it still gets a pay-o� of (r(IT ) � 1)IT : Hence the bank's action on date T � 1
has no e�ect on its future pay-o�s. Thus to solve for the bank's optimal strategy on

date T �1; we only need to consider the bank's stage game pay-o�, and as for date T;

it is optimal to liquidate if borrowers repudiate. By recursion, this argument applies

for all dates t < T: Hence it is an optimal strategy for a class S bank to liquidate on

all dates, independent of its reputation x.
We now solve for a class W bank's optimal strategy. On date T; the bank's stage

game pay-o� from renegotiation (1� �)Y (IT )IT exceeds its pay-o� from liquidation

q(w) for all types w by assumption; hence it is optimal to renegotiate if borrowers

default on date T . What is the bank's optimal strategy on dates t0 < T ? We need to

determine the e�ects of the bank's date t0 action on its future pay-o�s, by solving for

borrowers' equilibrium beliefs about the bank's type, given its decision to liquidate

or renegotiate on date t0:What are borrowers' beliefs if the bank renegotiates on date

t0? As explained above it is never optimal for a class S bank to renegotiate, hence

renegotiation must imply that the bank is class W. How does this a�ect borrowers'

future actions? Borrowers know that a class W bank will renegotiate on date T,

hence they will repudiate on date T, given that VT (rep) < VT (def) if the probability
that borrowers face liquidation is zero. Hence the bank will refuse to lend on date

T. However, through the Chain Store Paradox, borrowers will repudiate on all future

dates and thus the bank will prefer not to lend on all future dates, if it is revealed

to be class W. This is because, if the bank refuses to lend on date T, then date T-1

becomes its terminal date, and thus it will be optimal to renegotiate on date T-1.

Hence borrowers will prefer to repudiate on date T-1, which implies that the bank

will not lend on date T-1. By recursion, this argument holds for all dates after t0:

What this means is that, if the bank ever renegotiates, it loses its reputation forever

after. Hence its optimal strategy will be to renegotiate on all future dates, and thus

it will be unable to lend to borrowers with short credit histories ever again and must

instead invest in the riskless asset, i.e. the bank fails. Hence if the bank renegotiates

on date t0; it receives a stage game pay-o� of (1 � �)Y (It0)It0 , and a present value

of future pay-o�s (net of the return on the riskless asset) of zero. Suppose the bank

has never renegotiated in the past, and has therefore retained its reputation. If it
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liquidates on date t0; it retains its reputation and is therefore able to lend on future

dates. The expected present value of the bank's future pay-o�s (net of the return on

the riskless asset) is given by VMt0+1(w; xt0+1), bank's value function on date t0 + 1.
We explain how this is derived in section 11 below. If the gain from liquidation (net

of the cost of liquidation q(w)) on date t0 in terms of being able to lend on future

dates exceeds the pay-o� from repudiation, then it will be optimal to liquidate, i.e.

liquidation is an optimal strategy if and only if condition (6) below holds:

q(w) + VMt0+1(w; xt0+1) > (1� �)Y (It0)It0 + 0 (6)

where xt0+1 is the bank's ex post reputation after liquidating on date t0: Since q(w)
is increasing in w by assumption and VMt+1(w; xt+1) is increasing in w and xt+1(we

prove this in section 11), we can de�ne a critical value of reputation x̂t which satis�es

the following condition:

x̂t � inf fx 2 [0; 1] j w > x) q(w) + VMt+1(w;w) > (1� �)Y (It)Itg (7)

The interpretation of condition (7) is as follows. If the bank's type w exceeds x̂t; then

its optimal strategy will be to liquidate on date t. However, if the bank's type w is

less than x̂t; then its optimal strategy will be to renegotiate on date t.

Revision of reputation

We now show how the bank's reputation is updated on date t+1, given its actions

during date t. We assume that the bank begins on date t = 1 with reputation x = 0,
and if it ever renegotiates and thus reveals its class to be W, its reputation falls to

x = �1. If the bank ever reveals its class to be S, it is accorded reputation x = 1:
Suppose the bank enters date t with reputation xt = �1 or xt = 1: Then its reputation
on date t + 1 is also xt+1 = �1 or xt+1 = 1 respectively, independent of its actions

on date t. Suppose the bank enters date t with reputation �1 < xt < 1. Then its

reputation on entering date t+ 1 is given in Table 1 below:

If �1 < xt < 1 :
Outcome on date t Reputation entering date t+ 1
borrowers repay xt+1 = xt
bank liquidates xt+1 = max(xt+1; x̂t)
bank renegotiates xt+1 = �1
Table 1: Revision of reputation

We must now prove that reputation is updated in accordance with Bayes Rule,

i.e. equilibrium beliefs are consistent with the bank's equilibrium strategies as set

out above. As explained above, given that a class S bank will never renegotiate, the

belief that renegotiation implies that the bank is class W is consistent with equilibrium

strategies. Also, if the bank performs an action which reveals its class (as S or W),
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then given that the uncertainty over the bank's class is eliminated, its reputation will

stay at �1 or 1 on all future dates, regardless of its future actions: Hence the belief

that xt = �1(1) ) xt+1 = �1(1) (independent of the bank's actions on date t) is
consistent.

If borrowers repay on date t, then there is no new information about the bank,

hence xt+1 = xt is consistent.

If borrowers repudiate and the bank liquidates, how should reputation be updated

given the bank's equilibrium strategies? If the bank entered date t with reputation

xt, then borrowers believe that its type is w � xt. There are two possible cases.

First, if xt > x̂t, then

q(w) + VMt+1(w; xt) � q(w) + VMt+1(xt; xt) > (1� �)Y (It)It (8)

for all w � xt: The �rst inequality holds given that w � xt, and that q(w) and

VMt+1(w; xt) are increasing in w. The second inequality follows from the de�nition of

x̂t and given that xt > x̂t and that VMt+1(w; xt) is increasing in x. Hence condition
(8) states that it is optimal for all bank types w � xt to liquidate on date t. Thus

borrowers' equilibrium beliefs must be that liquidation on date t implies that the

bank is type w � xt; i.e. reputation stays at xt+1 = xt:

Second, if x � x̂t < 1, then the fact that q(w) and VMt+1(w; x) are increasing in

w implies that

q(x̂t) + VMt+1(x̂t; x̂t) T q(w) + VMt+1(w; x̂t) (9)

as x̂t T w. If 0 < x̂t < 1; then from (7), the left-hand side of the inequality is equal to

(1��)Y (It)It. Hence condition (9) states that it is optimal for the bank to liquidate

if and only if it has type w � x̂t: Thus to be consistent with equilibrium strategies,

borrowers' beliefs must be that liquidation on date t implies that the bank is type

w � x̂t; i.e. reputation is updated to xt+1 = x̂t: If x̂t = 0, then the left-hand side is

greater than (1� �)Y (It)It, hence all bank types prefer to liquidate, and if x̂t = 1 it

will only be optimal for a class S bank to liquidate, and thus borrowers' beliefs are

consistent.

We have thus proved that reputation is updated in accordance with Bayes' Rule.

We now turn to the borrower's repayment versus repudiation problem.

6 The Borrower's Repayment versus Repudiation

Problem

We now solve for the borrower's optimal strategy on whether to repay or repudiate.

The borrower's optimal strategy is a function of the bank's reputation. The greater

is the bank's reputation, the higher is the probability that the bank will liquidate if

borrowers repudiate, hence the stronger are borrowers' incentives to repay the debt.
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We solve for the optimal repayment strategy on date t by solving for the critical level

of reputation (called x�t ), such that type B borrowers are indi�erent between repaying

and repudiating. We then prove that if reputation is greater than x�t ; then both type

A and B borrowers will prefer to repay debt, and if reputation is less than x�t ; then

both type A and B borrowers will prefer to repudiate.

We solve for the borrower's optimal repayment strategy, given his choice of debt

contract (i.e. given the interest rate rt and the amount he has borrowed It). But �rst

we need to derive the bank's equilibrium beliefs about borrower type, if a borrower

defaults. The bank knows whether default is strategic or forced by project failure,

because it can observe project output. Hence, if a borrower defaults due to project

failure, the bank's belief must be that the borrower is type B, given that type A

projects have zero probability of failure by assumption. Hence the bank's optimal

strategy is to terminate credit. But what if default is strategic? Let us �rst consider

the pure strategy equilibrium in which all borrowers repay debt. Suppose an indi-

vidual borrower deviates and repudiates. Suppose that the bank's belief in this case

is that the borrower is type B, hence it is optimal to terminate credit. Hence, if a

borrower repudiates, its pay-o� is given by

Vt(def) = P (xt):0 + (1� P (xt))�Y (It)It

where P (xt) is the probability that the bank will liquidate on date t given reputation

xt, and Vt+1(def) = 0 given that repudiation results in credit termination. If type

A and B (assuming their projects succeeded) borrowers repay debt, their respective

pay-o�s are given by

VAt(rep) = (Y (It)� rt)It + �VAt+1

VBt(rep) = (Y (It)� rt)It + ��VBt+1

Hence it is optimal for type A borrowers to repay, if and only if

(rt � (1� (1� Pt(x))�)Y (It)) It < �VAt+1

and it is optimal for type B's to repay if and only if

(rt � (1� (1� Pt(x))�)Y (It)) It < ��VBt+1 (10)

P (xt) is derived from the bank's equilibrium liquidation strategy as set out in section

5 above. Hence,

P (xt) = 1 if xt > x̂t

=
� + (1� x̂t)

� + (1� xt)
if 0 � xt � x̂t

= 0 if xt = �1 (11)
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We need to derive the critical value of P (xt), denoted P �

t , such that type B borrowers

are indi�erent between repaying and repudiating. Hence P �

t is determined such that

(Y (It)� rt)It + ��VBt+1 = (1� P �

t )�Y (It)It (12)

We know that 0 < P �

t < 1 for all t � T , given that VBt(def) is a decreasing function

of P (xt) and that if P �

t = 1, VBt(def) = 0 hence VBt(rep) > VBt(def), and if P �

t = 0
then VBt(rep) < VBt(def) (we know this holds for all t � T since in section ?? we

derived date T + 1 as the �rst date on which VBt(rep) > VBt(def) when P (xt) = 0):
We now solve for x�t , the corresponding critical value of xt such that P (xt) = P �

t ,

from (11), which gives

x�t =
x̂t � (1� P �

t )(1 + �)

P �

t

(13)

Hence xt > x�t ) P (xt) > P �

t ) VBt(rep) > VBt(def). Given that VAt(rep) >

VBt(rep) for all t; and VAt(def) = VBt(def); VBt(rep) > VBt(def) implies VAt(rep) >
VAt(def): Hence if xt > x�t , it is optimal for both borrower types to repay. Therefore

the bank's belief that repudiation implies the borrower is type B is consistent, since

in equilibrium, neither borrower type will repudiate10. Note that x�t < x̂t; since
0 < P �

t < 1: Also, note that for a given P �

t ; if x̂t is su�ciently low then x�t is negative

and thus borrowers will prefer to repay debt even if the bank has reputation xt = 0.
Hence on all dates on which xt > x�t holds, in equilibrium all borrowers (whose

projects succeeded) will repay debt. But what happens on dates on which xt < x�t ?
xt < x�t ) P (xt) < P �

t ) VBt(rep) < VBt(def). As we prove in section ?? below,

xt < x�t ) VAt(rep) < VAt(def) also, hence it is optimal for both borrower types to

repudiate. We show in section 10 below that in this case, the unique equilibrium is

a mixed strategy equilibrium in which borrowers randomize between repayment and

repudiation.

We now analyze the borrower's demand for funds.

7 The Borrower's Demand for Funds

In this section, we determine how much borrowers will borrow, given the interest rate

which is set by the bank, i.e. we solve for the borrower's demand for funds function.

Suppose that borrowers face no restrictions on their demand for funds. Then

borrowers will prefer to borrow di�erent amounts depending on whether they intend

to repay or repudiate. Let I�(def) and I�(rep) be the borrowers' demand functions

10There exists another equilibrium in which the bank's belief is that repudiation implies the pool

of current borrowers in the market. In this case, it would be optimal to re-lend to borrowers who

repudiate. Hence, borrowers' pay-o� from repudiation would be higher, and thus x�

t
would need to

be higher.
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when they choose to repudiate and repay respectively. Then it is optimal to borrow

I�(def) and repudiate if

Vt(def; I
�(def); xt) > Vt(rep; I

�(rep); rt)

and it is optimal to borrow I�(rep) and repay debt if Vt(rep; I
�(rep); rt) > Vt(def; I

�(def); xt):
If type A borrowers choose to repay, they solve for I�At(rep) as follows:

I�At(rep) = argmax ((Y (It)� rt)It + �VAt+1)

Given that the choice of It has no intertemporal e�ects, i.e. period t project returns
are independent of past levels of investment, this becomes

I�At(rep) = argmax ((Y (It)� rt)It)

=
a� rt

2b
(14)

This is type A's demand for funds function, given type A's decision to repay debt. If

type A's decide to repudiate, they solve for I�At(def) as follows:

I�At(def) = argmax ((1� Pt(x))�Y (It)It)

=
a

2b

Type B's demand functions are identical to type A's, given that

I�Bt(rep) = argmax (�(Y (It)� rt)It + (1� �)0)

= argmax ((Y (It)� rt)It)

=
a� rt

2b

hence I�At(rep) = I�Bt(rep) = I�(rep; rt) and similarly I�At(def) = I�Bt(def) = I�(def).
But we are faced with the following problem given these strategies. If borrowers

choose amount I�(def); then the bank knows that they intend to repudiate. Hence,

the bank might have an incentive to ration credit to the amount I�(rep; rt); in order

to ensure that borrowers will prefer to repay debt. We now explain this in further

detail.

We de�ne x1t as the critical xt such that

VBt(def; I
�(def); x1t ) = VBt(rep; I

�(rep); rt) (15)

and x2t as the critical xt such that

VBt(def; I
�(rep; rt); x

2

t ) = VBt(rep; I
�(rep; rt); rt) (16)

where x1t > x2t given that the choice of I�(def) optimizes VBt(def; x); hence it must
be true that VBt(def; I

�(def); x) > VBt(def; I
�(rep; rt); x).
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If xt > x1t , then from (15), VBt(def; I
�(def); x) < VBt(rep; I

�(rep); rt) hence type
B borrowers' optimal strategy will be to borrow I�(rep; rt) and repay debt. Given

that VAt(rep; rt) > VBt(rep; rt) for all rt; type A borrowers' optimal strategy will

also be to borrow I�(rep; rt) and repay debt. Hence, if xt > x1t ; the bank has no

incentive to ration credit, since borrowers will prefer to borrow I�(rep; rt) and repay

debt anyway.

If x < x2t ; then from (16)

VBt(def; I
�(def); xt) > VBt(def; I

�(rep; rt); xt) > VBt(rep; I
�(rep; rt); rt) hence it is

optimal for type B borrowers to borrow I�(def) and repudiate. Type A borrowers'

pay-o� from repudiation is given by VAt(def; xt) = (1�P (xt))�Y (It)It+P (xt)�VAt+1;
given that if all borrowers repudiate, the bank's equilibrium beliefs are that repudia-

tion implies the pool of current borrowers, hence it is optimal to re-lend to borrowers

who repudiate. However, the bank can only re-lend if it liquidates, since renegoti-

ation results in loss of reputation, hence type A borrowers' future value is given by

Pt(x)�VAt+1: Type A borrowers' pay-o� from repaying debt is given by VAt(rep; rt) =
(Y (It) � rt)It + Pt(x)�VAt+1: If the bank fails to liquidate, then the only remaining

source of borrowing is the open market. Given that type B's optimal strategy is to

repudiate, by repaying debt, the borrower reveals itself to be type A. However, for

simplicity, we assume that the `no lending' equilibrium, as de�ned in section ?? above,

holds, hence direct lenders will be unwilling to lend, given their beliefs that borrowers'

strategy is to repudiate on all dates. Hence type A borrowers' future value from repay-

ing debt is again given by Pt(x)�VAt+1: It is optimal for type A borrowers to borrow

I�(def) and repudiate if and only if VAt(def; I
�(def); x) > VAt(rep; I

�(rep; rt); rt),
(1�Pt(x))�Y (I�(def))I�(def) > (Y (I�(rep; rt))� rt)I

�(rep; rt): From (16), we know

that (1 � Pt(x))�Y (I�(rep; rt))I
�(rep; rt) > (Y (I�(rep; rt)) � rt)I

�(rep; rt): Hence
given that Y (I�(def))I�(def) > Y (I�(rep; rt))I

�(rep; rt); we have
VAt(def; I

�(def); x) > VAt(rep; I
�(rep; rt); rt): Hence if x < x2t ; both borrower types

will borrow I�(def) and repudiate.

If xt < x1t , from (15), VBt(def; I
�(def); x) > VBt(rep; I

�(rep); rt), hence type B

borrowers will prefer to borrow I�(def) and default. But suppose x2t < x < x1t
and suppose the bank rations credit to It � I�(rep; rt). Given this restriction, type

B's optimal strategy will now be to borrow I�(rep; rt) and repay debt, given that

from (16), VBt(rep; I
�(rep; rt); rt) > VBt(def; I

�(rep; rt); xt) for xt > x2t . With similar

reasoning to above, type A's optimal strategy will also be to borrow I�(rep; rt) and
repay debt. We now show that it is an optimal strategy for both class S and W banks

to ration credit. Class S is indi�erent about whether borrowers repay or default, since

its pay-o�s are the same in any case, hence to ration credit is an optimal strategy.

Class W will strictly prefer to ration credit, given that the stage game pay-o� if

borrowers repay exceeds the pay-o� if they repudiate, whether the bank liquidates

or renegotiates. Borrowers' beliefs are una�ected if the bank fails to ration credit,

hence the bank's reputation does not change, and thus there are no gains in future

pay-o�s. Hence, it is optimal for a class W bank to ration credit to It � I�(rep; rt) if
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x2t < x < x1t ; in order to eliminate borrowers' incentives to repudiate.

Hence in this section, we have shown that if xt > x2t ; borrowers' demand for funds

function is given by I�(rep; rt) and the equilibrium outcome is for all borrowers to

repay debt. Hence, the critical value of reputation x�t de�ned in section 6 above is

actually given by x2t ; i.e. x
�

t is the level of reputation such that type B borrowers are

indi�erent between repaying and repudiating, given that they have borrowed amount

I�(rep; rt): Since I
�(rep; rt) is a function of the interest rate rt; then so is x�t ; hence

we de�ne the critical value of reputation on date t as x�(rt):
If xt < x2t , rationing credit to It � I�(rep; rt) will not stop borrowers from default-

ing, since from (16), VBt(rep; I
�(rep; rt); rt) < VBt(def; I

�(rep; rt); xt); hence even if

borrowers are restricted to borrowing amount It � I�(rep; r�t ); they will still prefer to

default. In this case, the mixed strategy equilibrium holds. We solve for borrowers'

demand for funds in this case in section 10 below.

8 The Bank's Determination of the Interest Rate

We now turn to the bank's determination of r�t ; the equilibrium interest rate. We

actually solve instead for I�t , the amount of funds the bank supplies to each borrower in

equilibrium, but this is equivalent to solving for r�t ; given that the bank has monopoly

control over setting the interest rate. Thus the bank solves for I�t ; given the borrower's

demand for funds function. First, we consider the equilibrium in which xt > x�(rt)
and hence borrowers will repay debt. In section 10 below, we solve for the equilibrium

interest rate in the mixed strategy equilibrium when xt < x�(rt).
Consider the class S bank's problem. The class S bank chooses I�t to maximize its

stage game pay-o� only, because its choice of I�t has no e�ect on future pay-o�s. This

is because the only intertemporal variable is its reputation xt, and the class S bank's

pay-o�s are independent of its reputation, as explained in section 5 above. The class

S bank's optimization problem is therefore

max
It

(�tr(It)� 1) It

subject to r(It) = a� 2bIt

where r(It) is the borrower's demand for funds function given that borrowers will

repay debt, and �t = FAt +FBt�: The bank optimizes over �tr(It); the expected debt

repayment, given that type B borrowers' projects will fail with probability �. The

opportunity cost of lending is given by the return on the riskless asset, which is equal

to one.

F.O.C.

�tr(It)� 1 + �tr
0(It)It = 0
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, I�t =
a� 1=�t

4b
, and r�t =

1

2
(a+ 1=�t)

To rule out corner solutions in which r�t > Y (I�t ); in which case the bank would set

rt = Y (It); we assume that r�t < Y (I�t ) for all t, which holds if and only if

1

2
(a+ 1=�t) < a� bI�t ,

a >
1

�t
(17)

Recall that the interest rate charged by direct lenders on any date t is given by

rDt = 1

�t
: Hence

r�t > rDt ,

1

2
(a+ 1=�t) >

1

�t
,

a >
1

�t

Hence, given that (17) holds, we have proved that the bank charges an interest pre-

mium on all dates, compared to the competitive market interest rate.

Hence we have solved for the class S bank's optimal choice of the interest rate.

But what is the optimal choice of interest rate for a class W bank? Given that all

borrowers will repay debt in the equilibrium under consideration, the class W bank's

optimization problem is identical to the class S problem. The stage game pay-o�

function is identical for both classes. Also, the class W bank has no incentive to

choose a di�erent interest rate, in order to a�ect its reputation and thus in�uence

future pay-o�s. In fact, the unique speci�cation of borrowers' beliefs about such a

deviation are that it reveals the bank is class W, hence reputation would fall to �1:
(This is explained in more detail in section 10 below). Hence a class W bank will set

the same interest rate r�t as a class S bank:

9 The Bank's Lending Decision

We now turn to the bank's decision on whether or not to lend on any given date.

Under what circumstances would the bank prefer not to lend? Suppose the bank's

reputation is low, such that borrowers will not repay debt with certainty, but will

repudiate with positive probability. If liquidation is very costly to the bank, then

it will prefer to renegotiate if borrowers repudiate, in which event it will receive a

net pay-o� less than the return on the riskless asset. Hence, if the probability of

repudiation is quite high, then it will be optimal for the bank to refuse to lend to

borrowers, and invest instead in the riskless asset.
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A class S bank will prefer to lend on all dates, irrespective of borrowers' repayment

strategies, given that its pay-o�s are independent of borrower actions, as explained

above. Hence, if the bank fails to lend on any date, the unique equilibrium beliefs are

that the bank is class W. Hence, its reputation falls to x = �1, and stays at x = �1,
irrespective of its future actions.

What is the optimal lending strategy for a class W bank? It is optimal for a class

W bank to refuse to lend on date t if VMt(w; xt) < 0, i.e. if the pay-o� from lending

in the credit market is lower than the pay-o� from investing in the riskless asset. We

must consider two cases.

First, suppose that the bank's reputation at the end of date t� 1 (before it lends

on date t) is x0 > x(r�t ). Then the following equilibrium holds. The bank will lend

regardless of its type w. Borrowers will repay debt with certainty. If the bank lends,

its reputation stays at x0: It is an optimal strategy for all bank types to lend, given

that borrowers will repay debt, hence VMt(w; x
0) � 0 holds for all w (this is because

the bank's stage game net pay-o� is positive, and the present value of its future

pay-o�s can be no less than zero given that the bank behaves optimally on all future

dates, since if future pay-o�s were negative, the bank's optimal strategy would be

to exit the credit market and invest in the riskless asset instead). It is an optimal

strategy for all borrowers to repay debt given that x0 > x(r�t ) (see section 6 above).

The revision of reputation if the bank lends satis�es Bayes' Rule. In equilibrium,

all bank types w will lend. Hence the action of lending on date t reveals no new

information about the bank's type, hence reputation does not change.

Second, suppose that the bank's reputation before it lends on date t is x0 < x�(r�t ):
Then the following equilibrium holds. If the bank has type w � x�(r�t ); it will lend. If
it has type w < x�(r�t ); it will not lend. Borrowers will randomize, repudiating with

probability �t, which is determined such that the following holds

(1� �t) [(�tr
�

t � 1) I�t + VMt+1(x
�(r�t ); x

�(r�t ))]� �t (1� (1� �)Y (It)) It = 0 (18)

If the bank lends, its reputation increases to x�(r�t ): If it does not lend, its reputation
falls to�1: Note that �t is determined such that type w = x�(r�t ) is indi�erent between
lending and not lending. We can see this as follows. If the outcome of randomization

is that borrowers repay debt, then bank type w = x�(r�t ) receives a net pay-o� of

(�tr
�

t � 1) I�t + VMt+1(x
�(r�t ); x

�(r�t )): If, however, borrowers repudiate, then the type

x�(r�t ) bank will prefer to renegotiate (given that from (13), x�(r�t ) < x̂t); and hence

receives a net pay-o� of (1� (1� �)Y (It)) It: Hence the type x
�(r�t ) bank's expected

pay-o� if it lends is equal to zero, which is its net pay-o� if it doesn't lend. Note also

that VMt+1(w; x
�(r�t )) = VMt+1(x

�(r�t ); x
�(r�t )) for all w < x̂t (this is proved later in

section 11), hence all types w < x̂t are indi�erent between lending and not lending.

It is therefore an optimal strategy for types x�(r�t ) � w � x̂t to lend and for types

w < x�(r�t ) not to lend. Types w > x̂t will strictly prefer to lend, given that for

w > x̂t; VMt(w; x
�(r�t )) =

(1 � �t) [(�tr
�

t � 1) I�t + VMt+1(w; x
�(r�t ))] + �t (q(w)� It + VMt+1(w; x̂t)) > 0 from
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(18), and given that VMt+1(w; x
�(r�t )) > VMt+1(x

�(r�t ); x
�(r�t )), and that q(w) +

VMt+1(w; x̂t) > (1� �)Y (It)It from the de�nition of x̂t. Hence we have proved that

the bank's equilibrium strategy is optimal. We prove in section 10 below that it is an

optimal strategy for borrowers to randomize, repudiating with probability �t: Given

that the bank will lend if and only if it has type w � x�(r�t ); the revision of reputation
as stated above is consistent with the bank's equilibrium strategy.

We must also prove that this is the unique equilibrium when x0 < x�(r�t ). Does

there exist an equilibrium in which for some y where x0 � y < x�(r�t ); types w where

y < w < x�(r�t ) also lend? If the bank lends, its reputation rises to y. However, given
that y < x�(r�t ), borrowers' optimal strategy will be to repudiate with probability

1. Types w < x̂t will prefer to renegotiate, and thus if they lend they receive a net

pay-o� of � (1� (1� �)Y (It)) It: Hence these types will prefer not to lend, and hence
this cannot be an equilibrium.

Does there exist an equilibrium in which for some y0 where y0 > x�(r�t ); only types
w � y0 lend? In this case, if the bank lends, its reputation will jump to y0: However,

given that y0 > x�(r�t ); borrowers' optimal strategy will be to repay with probability

1. But this means that if types w < y0 were to lend, they would receive a pay-o�

greater than the return on the riskless asset, hence these types would prefer to lend

also. Hence, this is not an equilibrium, and thus the equilibrium set out above is

unique.

Now, suppose x0 < x�(r�t ) holds. Given that VBt(rep; I
�(rep); rt) is decreasing in

rt and VBt(def; I
�(rep; rt); xt); is decreasing in xt; from (16), x(r�t ) is decreasing in

rt: Hence, the bank might have an incentive to reduce the interest rate, such that

borrowers prefer to repay debt, i.e. such that x0 > x�(r�t ) holds. However, we show

in section 10 below that this cannot be an equilibrium. Hence, if x0 < x�(r�t ); the
unique equilibrium is the mixed strategy equilibrium.

10 Mixed Strategy Equilibrium

In this section, we solve for the stage game equilibrium for the case x0 < x�(r�t );
in which we have a mixed strategy equilibrium. This involves solving by backward

induction the same set of problems as for the pure strategy equilibrium above.

The solution to the bank's liquidation vs. renegotiation problem is exactly the

same as in the case when borrowers repay debt, as explained in section 5 above. We

now solve for borrowers' demand for funds function, and decisions on whether to

repay or repudiate, in the mixed strategy equilibrium.

Borrowers' demand for funds and optimal repayment strategy

Before we can derive borrowers' pay-o� functions if they repay or repudiate, we

must determine the bank's optimal strategy on whether to re-lend or terminate credit
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if a borrower repudiates. Hence, we must derive the bank's equilibrium beliefs about

borrower type, if a borrower repudiates.

The bank observes the public randomization signal at the end of the period, and

its beliefs about borrower type are a function of the signal outcome and the borrower's

action, as set out in Table 2 below.

Signal outcome: repay Signal outcome: repudiate

Borrower repays FBt FBt

Borrower repudiates 1 FBt

Table 2: Bank's beliefs

Table 2 shows the bank's assessment of the probability that the borrower is type

B, given its action and the signal outcome on date t. Hence, if the signal indicates

`repudiate' and the borrower repudiates, the bank's assessment is that the probability

that the borrower is type B is unchanged, given that it believes that all borrowers

will repudiate. If the signal indicates `repay' and the borrower repudiates, it believes

that the borrower is type B. We prove below that in the mixed strategy equilibrium,

it is optimal for all borrowers to repay if the signal indicates `repay' and to repudiate

if the signal indicates `repudiate'. Hence these beliefs are consistent with borrowers'

equilibrium strategies.

The implication of these beliefs are that, if the signal indicates `repudiate' and

any given borrower repudiates, it will be optimal for the bank to re-lend to him,

given that repudiation implies the pool of current borrowers. However, if the signal

indicates `repay' and any given borrower repudiates, it will be optimal for the bank

to terminate his credit, given that in this case repudiation implies that the borrower

is type B.

We now prove that it is an optimal strategy for all borrowers to repay if the signal

indicates `repay', and to repudiate if the signal indicates `repudiate'. We also solve

for borrowers' demand for funds function, given this repayment strategy.

Borrowers observe the signal outcome before they choose how much to borrow,

hence it is feasible for them to condition their demand for funds upon the signal

outcome. However, lemma 1 below proves that in equilibrium, the demand for funds

function is independent of the signal outcome. Lemma 2 then proves that the demand

for funds function in the mixed strategy equilibrium must satisfy I(rt) � I�(rep; rt)
for all rt: Subject to these constraints, proposition 3 then proves that It = I�(rep; rt)
is the unique equilibrium demand for funds function. Hence the demand for funds

function in the mixed strategy equilibrium is identical to the equilibrium demand

function in the pure strategy equilibrium.

Lemma 1 below proves that in the mixed strategy equilibrium, the demand for

funds function is independent of the signal outcome.
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Lemma 1 In the mixed strategy equilibrium, the demand for funds function is inde-

pendent of the signal outcome, hence I�(rep; rt; �t) = I�(def; rt; �t) = I�(rt; �t) where
�t is the probability that the signal outcome on date t is `repudiate'.

Proof. Consider an equilibrium in which borrowers borrow I�(rep; rt) if the signal
says `repay' and I�(def; rt) if the signal says `repudiate'. But if borrowers demand

I�(def; rt), this reveals to the bank that the signal outcome is `repudiate'. Hence the

bank believes that borrowers intend to repudiate, even though it doesn't observe the

signal outcome. This means that bank types w < x̂t will refuse to lend if borrowers

demand I�(def; rt), given that they will receive a pay-o� lower than the riskless

interest rate if they do lend. Hence these bank types will lend if and only if borrowers

demand I�(rep; rt); from which they infer that borrowers will repay debt. But this

means that VMt(x(r
�

t ); x(r
�

t )) = (1��t) [(�tr
�

t � 1) I�t + VMt+1(x
�(r�t ); x

�(r�t ))]+�t0 >
0 (from (18)). However, for equilibrium to hold, type w = x(r�t ) must be indi�erent
between lending and not lending, which is not the case here. Hence equilibrium fails

to hold. Thus, for equilibrium to hold, I�(rep; rt; �t) = I�(def; rt; �t) = I�(rt; �t)
must be true.

Q.E.D.

Hence, in order not to reveal the signal outcome, borrowers' demand for funds

must be independent of their repayment intentions. Given that in the mixed strategy

equilibrium, the signal indicates `repay' with probability (1 � �t) and `repudiate'

with probability �t; the �rst best choice of demand function would be I�(rt; �t);
where I�(rt; �t) solves the following problem:

max
It

(1� �t)Vt(rep; rt) + �tVt(def; x(rt)) (19)

However, lemma 2 proves that I�(rt; �t) cannot be an equilibrium. This is because

I�(rt; �t) > I�(rep; rt); and in fact, lemma 2 proves that any demand function I(rt) >
I�(rep; rt) cannot be an equilibrium.

Lemma 2 Borrowers' demand for funds function in the mixed strategy equilibrium

must satisfy I(rt) � I�(rep; rt) for all rt:

Proof. See appendix.

The intuition behind the proof is as follows. Although ex ante borrowers' �rst best

demand function is given by I�(rt; �t); they are unable to commit to this choice after

observing the signal outcome. If the signal outcome is `repay', borrowers will actually

prefer to borrow amount I�(rep; rt) rather than I�(rt; �t); given that I�(rep; rt) is the
optimal demand function if borrowers intend to repay.

We have thus far shown that the demand for funds function must be independent

of the signal outcome, and must satisfy I(rt) � I�(rep; rt) for all rt: Subject to these
constraints, proposition 3 below proves that It = I�(rep; rt) is the unique equilibrium
demand function. This proposition also proves that it is an optimal strategy for
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all borrowers to repay if the signal indicates `repay', and to repudiate if the signal

indicates `repudiate'.

Proposition 3 Borrowers' unique equilibrium strategies in the mixed strategy equi-

librium are given as follows. Borrowers' demand for funds function is given by

It = I�(rep; rt). If the signal indicates `repay', borrowers will repay, and if the signal

indicates `repudiate', borrowers will repudiate.

Proof. See appendix.

We have thus solved for the borrowers' demand for funds function and proved that

it is an optimal strategy for all borrowers to repay if the signal indicates `repay', and

to repudiate if the signal indicates `repudiate', in the mixed strategy equilibrium.

The bank's determination of the interest rate

We now solve for the bank's determination of the interest rate r�t ; in the mixed

strategy equilibrium. As in the case when borrowers repay debt, the bank chooses I�t
optimally, subject to the borrowers' demand for funds function. First, we solve the

class S bank's optimization problem:

max
It

(�t(1� �t)r(It)� 1) It + �t�tq(s)

, max
It

(�t(1� �t)r(It)� 1) It + �t�tr(It)It

, max
It

(�tr(It)� 1) It

subject to r(It) = a� 2bIt

Hence given that class S's pay-o� is independent of borrowers' repayment strategy,

and given that the borrowers' demand function in the mixed strategy equilibrium is

identical to the demand function in the equilibrium in which borrowers repay, class

S's optimal choice of I�t is the same as in the equilibrium in which borrowers repay.

We now consider a class W bank's optimization problem. If the bank has type

w � x̂t, it will liquidate if the outcome of randomization is that borrowers repudiate,

hence receiving a stage game pay-o� of q(w) � It: Hence, the bank would choose It
to solve the following problem:

max
It

(�t(1� �t)r(It)� 1) It + �t�tq(w)

subject to r(It) = a� 2bIt

If the bank has type w < x̂t, it will renegotiate if the outcome of randomization is that

borrowers repudiate, hence receiving a stage game pay-o� of �(1 � (1 � �)Y (It))It:
Hence the bank would choose It to solve the following problem:

max
It

(�t(1� �t)r(It) + �t�t(1� �)Y (It)It � 1) It
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subject to r(It) = a� 2bIt

Hence in both cases, the class W bank's optimal choice of It di�ers from class S's

optimal choice of I�t : However, if the bank chooses It 6= I�t ; it reveals that it is a class

W bank and thus loses its reputation. In fact, the unique speci�cation of equilibrium

beliefs which satis�es the Cho-Kreps intuitive criterion is the following: if the bank

chooses It = I�t ; its reputation stays at xt (its reputation after having chosen to lend

on date t). But if the bank chooses It 6= I�t ; its reputation falls to �1: Given these

beliefs, it is optimal for a class W bank to choose It = I�t ; and receive an expected

pay-o� VMt(w; xt) � 0, rather than to choose It 6= I�t ; which would yield a pay-o�

of �(1 � (1 � �)Y (It))It: In equilibrium, no bank type will choose It 6= I�t ; hence

these beliefs are consistent with equilibrium strategies. But we must also show that

beliefs o� the equilibrium path satisfy Cho-Kreps. The Cho-Kreps intuitive criterion

disallows inferences from actions o� the equilibrium path which imply that some type

undertook an action which is dominated by the proposed equilibrium pay-o�. A class

S bank would never choose It 6= I�t ; since it gets a strictly lower stage game pay-o�

from setting It 6= I�t ; and whatever the implied e�ects on its reputation, its future

pay-o�s are una�ected. Hence any It 6= I�t is strictly dominated by It = I�t for the

class S bank, and thus Cho-Kreps requires that the unique `o� the equilibrium path'

beliefs are that choosing It 6= I�t implies the bank is class W.

Suppose x0 < x�(r�t ) holds. Given that VBt(rep; I
�(rep); rt) is decreasing in rt and

VBt(def; I
�(rep; rt); xt); is decreasing in xt; from (16), x(r�t ) is decreasing in rt: Hence,

as mentioned in section 9 above, a class W bank might have an incentive to reduce

the interest rate, such that borrowers prefer to repay debt, i.e. such that x0 > x�(r�t )
holds. But this requires that the bank sets It 6= I�t ; which reveals it to be class W.

Hence, there exists no equilibrium in which the bank sets a lower interest rate in

order to improve borrowers' incentives to repay debt.

11 The Multi-Period Equilibrium

In sections 5-10 above, we have solved for the stage game equilibrium on dates t � T ,
on which borrowers borrow from the bank. This section solves for the T -period
equilibrium. Essentially, this involves deriving the series [x̂t]

T

t=1 and [x�t ]
T

t=1 :

It is useful to give a brief illustration of what happens along the equilibrium path

in the multi-period equilibrium. Consider some date T �a: Suppose that on entering

date T � a, the bank has reputation x < x�T�a: This means that in equilibrium,

bank types w < x�T�a will cease to lend, and thus their reputation falls to x = �1:
Bank types w � x�T�a will continue to lend, and their reputation rises to x�T�a:

Borrowers' equilibrium strategy is to randomize. If the outcome of randomization is

that borrowers repay, then the bank is not tested, and thus its reputation stays at

x�T�a: If borrowers repudiate, then bank types x�T�a � w < x̂T�a will renegotiate,
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and thus their reputation falls to �1: Bank types w � x̂T�a will liquidate, and

thus their reputation rises to x̂T�a: With its reputation boosted, the bank is able to

deter further repudiation by borrowers on a succession of dates. However, the bank

will eventually face mixed strategy repudiation again, on some date T � b; which is

the �rst date after T � a; on which x̂T�a � x�T�b: Hence, on this date the process of

borrower randomization, and liquidation versus renegotiation recurs. The reason why

the bank faces repudiation again, even after it has liquidated on some previous date is

as follows. As the horizon gets closer, the bank's incentives to liquidate weaken, given

that there are fewer future pay-o�s at stake. As the bank's incentives weaken, the

probability that borrowers face liquidation if they repudiate falls. Hence, liquidation

becomes less of a deterrent, and although the bank's reputation was su�cient to deter

repudiation on previous dates, this is no longer the case.

In the solution described in this section, we show that these episodes of mixed

strategy repudiation, followed by liquidation/renegotiation, occur at regular intervals.

In fact, we characterize the equilibrium by splitting the T-period time span into

several zones. Each zone is de�ned such that, if repudiation occurs on some date,

and the bank liquidates, then the bank will face no further repudiation within the

same zone.

The evolution of the bank's stage game pay-o� over time

Before we can derive the series [x̂t]
T

t=1 and [x�t ]
T

t=1 ; we need to analyze how (�tr
�

t � 1) I�t ,
the bank's stage game pay-o� on date t if borrowers repay, changes over time. On

any date t every type B borrower faces a probability of project failure of 1 � �. If

its project does fail, the borrower is revealed to be type B, and it is denied future

credit. Hence the evolution of FAt and FBt;the proportions of type A and B borrowers

remaining in the market on any given date t, is given as follows:

FAt+1 =
FAt

FAt + �FBt

; FBt+1 =
�FBt

FAt + �FBt

(20)

Hence �t = FAt +�FBt is monotonically increasing over time, given that FAt+1 > FAt

and FBt+1 < FBt for all t. (20) holds on all dates, whether in equilibrium borrowers

repay, or randomize between repayment and repudiation. Suppose that the outcome

of randomization is that borrower repudiate. Given that the bank can distinguish

between repudiation, and default forced by project failure, it will only re-lend to

borrowers whose projects succeeded. Hence those type B borrowers whose projects

failed are unable to `pool' with borrowers who repudiated, and will therefore still have

their credit terminated. Thus the proportion of type B's in the market still falls, as

given by (20). Hence given that

I�t =
a� 1=�t

4b
, and �tr

�

t =
1

2
(�ta+ 1)

for all t � T (from section 8); it follows that for any t00 > t0; I�t00 > I�t0 ; and �t00r
�

t00 >
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�t0r
�

t0 , hence (�t00r
�

t00 � 1) I�t00 > (�t0r
�

t0 � 1) I�t0 : Hence the bank's stage game pay-o� (if

borrowers repay) is monotonically increasing over time.

Solving for zone 1

We derive the series [x̂t]
T

t=1 and [x�t ]
T

t=1 by backward induction. Hence, we must

start by solving for zone 1, which begins on date T (we number the zones in reverse

order).

We start by solving for x̂T , the ex post reputation accorded to the bank if it

liquidates on date T . However, as explained in section 5 above, given that there are

no future periods on which the bank can lend, class W will renegotiate on date T ,

but class S will liquidate. Hence x̂T = 1. We can now solve for x�T : From (13), we

have

x�T =
1� (1� PT (x

�))(1 + �)

PT (x�)

We now solve for x̂T�1: As explained in section 5, x̂T�1 is determined such that the

following holds

q(x̂T�1) + VMT (x̂T�1; x̂T�1) = (1� �)Y (IT�1)IT�1

i.e. such that type w = x̂T�1 is indi�erent between liquidation and renegotiation

on date T � 1: Suppose that if the bank liquidates on date T � 1, its reputation

increases su�ciently such that borrowers are deterred from repudiating on date T ,
i.e. x̂T�1 > x�T holds. If this holds, then VMT (x̂T�1; x̂T�1) = (�T r

�

T � 1) I�T : Hence,
there must exist x�T < z < 1; such that

q(z) + (�T r
�

T � 1) I�T = (1� �)Y (I�T�1)I
�

T�1 (21)

holds. If this holds, then the unique equilibrium on date T � 1 is x̂T�1 = z; where

x̂T�1 > x�T : Borrowers will repay on date T , hence VMT (x̂T�1; x̂T�1) = (�T r
�

T � 1) I�T :
But what if z < x�T holds instead? In this case, x̂T�1 = z cannot be an equilibrium.

If the bank liquidates on date T �1, then it enters date T with reputation x̂T�1 < x�T :

As explained in section ?? above, in equilibrium borrowers will randomize between

repayment and repudiation, and bank type w = x̂T�1 will not lend on date T, and

hence VMT (x̂T�1; x̂T�1) = 0: But this means that q(x̂T�1) + 0 < (1� �)Y (IT�1)IT�1
(given that q(w) < 0 for w < 1); hence type w = x̂T�1 is not indi�erent between

liquidation and renegotiation on date T-1. Thus x̂T�1 = z cannot be an equilibrium.

In fact, following the same reasoning, any x̂T�1 < x�T cannot be an equilibrium.

x̂T�1 > x�T also cannot be an equilibrium for the following reason. If the bank

liquidates on date T-1 and enters date T with reputation x̂T�1 > x�T ; borrowers

optimal strategy will be to repay, which means VMT (x̂T�1; x̂T�1) = (�T r
�

T � 1) I�T :
But given that (21) holds for z < x�T ; and given that x̂T�1 > z and that q(w) is

strictly increasing in w; this implies that

q(x̂T�1) + VMT (x̂T�1; x̂T�1) > (1� �)Y (IT�1)IT�1
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Hence type w = x̂T�1 is not indi�erent between liquidation and renegotiation on date

T-1. Thus x̂T�1 > x�T cannot be an equilibrium.

If z < x�T ; the unique equilibrium is in fact x̂T�1 = x�T ; and borrowers' equilibrium

strategy on date T is the following: if the bank liquidates on date T-1 and enters

date T with reputation x�T ; borrowers will randomize, defaulting with probability �T ;

where �T is determined such that the following holds

q(x�T )+(1��T ) (�T r
�

T � 1) I�T��T (1� (1� �)Y (IT )) IT = (1��)Y (IT�1)IT�1 (22)

Hence �T is determined such that type w = x�T is indi�erent between liquidation and

renegotiation on date T-1. We know that there exists 0 < �T < 1 such that (22)

holds, given that (1� �T ) (�T r
�

T � 1) I�T � �T (1� (1� �)Y (IT )) IT is monotonically

decreasing in �T ; that q(x
�

T ) + (1� �T ) (�T r
�

T � 1) I�T � �T (1� (1� �)Y (IT )) IT < 0
if �T = 1 and that

q(x�T ) + (1� �T ) (�T r
�

T � 1) I�T � �T (1� (1� �)Y (IT )) IT =
q(x�T ) + (�T r

�

T � 1) I�T > (1 � �)Y (IT�1)IT�1 if �T = 0: The updating of reputation

in this equilibrium is consistent with the bank's optimal strategy, given that

q(x̂T�1) + VMT (x̂T�1; x̂T�1) T q(w) + VMT (w; x̂T�1)

as x̂t T w: Randomization is an optimal strategy for borrowers, given that the bank

enters date T with reputation x�T ; hence
VBt(rep; I

�(rep; rt); rt) = VBt(def; I
�(rep; rt); x(rt)) by de�nition.

In the above derivation of x̂T�1; we have illustrated two di�erent possibilities for

the equilibrium path. In the �rst case, liquidation on date T � 1 boosts the bank's

reputation su�ciently such that it will face no further repudiation from borrowers.

In the second case, however, liquidation on date T � 1 does not increase reputation

su�ciently to deter positive probability of repudiation on date T . Recall the de�nition

of the zones. We de�ne each zone, such that in equilibrium, borrowers will repudiate

on no more than one date within each zone. This means that if borrowers repudiate

on any date in zone 1, and the bank liquidates, then its reputation will be su�ciently

increased such that it will not encounter repudiation on any future date during zone

1, nor for the rest of its lifetime (given that zone 1 is the ultimate zone). Hence,

similar to the �rst case described above for x̂T�1; for all dates T � a 2 Zone 1; x̂T�a
is determined such that the following condition holds:

q(x̂T�a) +
a�1X
i=0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i = (1� �)Y (IT�a)IT�a

where x̂T�a > max
�
x�T�i

�a�1
i=0

; and hence if the bank liquidates on date T � a, then
it will face no further repudiation during zone 1. Given that borrowers will repay on

all future dates, the bank's future pay-o�s if it liquidates on date T � a are given by

VMT�a+1(x̂T�a; x̂T�a) =
a�1P
i=0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i.
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Given x̂T�a; we derive x
�

T�a using (13). This describes the equilibrium for all dates

in zone 1. We now need to solve for when zone 1 ends and zone 2 begins. (We de�ne

the end of a zone to be the date furthest away from date T, and the beginning of a

zone to be the date closest to date T). We do this by using the following algorithm:

1) Set a = 1:
2) Derive x�T�a+1 (from (13)):

3) Derive zT�a such that the following holds

q(zT�a) +
a�1X
i=0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i = (1� �)Y (IT�a)IT�a

If zT�a � max
�
x�T�i

�a�1
i=0

; then x�max

Z1 = max
�
x�T�i

�a�1
i=0

and zone 2 begins on date

T � a: If zT�a > max
�
x�T�i

�a�1
i=0

; then set x̂T�a = zT�a and return to step (2) and

repeat for a = a+ 1:
We iterate on this process until we arrive at date T � j1; the start date of zone 2,

where j1 is the smallest a such that the following condition holds:

zT�j1 < max
�
x�T�i

�j1�1
i=0

where zT�j1 solves the following

q(zT�j1) +

j1�1X
i=0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i = (1� �)Y (I�T�j1)I

�

T�j1
(23)

We de�ne the highest critical level of reputation in zone 1 as max
�
x�T�i

�j1�1
i=0

=
x�T�k1 = x�max

Z1 : The explanation for why date T � j1 is in zone 2 and not zone 1

is as follows. If the bank liquidates on date T � j1; its reputation rises to x̂T�j1:
If T � j1 is in zone 1, then it must be true that reputation rises su�ciently to de-

ter any future repudiation, i.e. x̂T�j1 > max
�
x�T�i

�a�1
i=0

must hold. But this cannot

hold, because if it did hold, then the value of the bank's future pay-o�s would be

VMT�j1+1(x̂T�j1 ; x̂T�j1) =
j1�1P
i=0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i; hence x̂T�j1 would solve the fol-

lowing

q(x̂T�j1) +

j1�1X
i=0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i = (1� �)Y (I�T�j1)I

�

T�j1
(24)

But we know that zT�j1 < max
�
x�T�i

�j1�1
i=0

where zT�j1 solves (23), which is identical

to (24), hence it cannot be true that x̂T�j1 > max
�
x�T�i

�a�1
i=0

; and thus T � j1 cannot

be in zone 1.

We continue by solving for equilibrium in zone 2.

Solving for zone 2

Zone 2 is de�ned such that if the bank liquidates on any date during zone 2, it

will face no further repudiation before it enters zone 1. We now solve for equilibrium

on dates in zone 2. First, we need to prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 4 For any x̂T�g�h which solves

q(x̂T�g�h) +

g+h�1X
i=g

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i = (1� �)Y (I�T�g�h)I

�

T�g�h (25)

and for any zT�g�h�m which solves

q(zT�g�h�m) +

g+h+m�1X
i=g+m

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i = (1� �)Y (I�T�g�h�m)I

�

T�g�h�m (26)

wherem > 0; it must be true that zT�g�h�m > x̂T�g�h; if the following set of conditions

holds

�
�t+1r

�

t+1 � 1
�
�2t (�t+1 � �t) > (1� �)Y (I�t )�

2

t+1 (�t � �t�1) for all t � T (27)

Proof. See appendix.

We now solve for equilibrium on all dates in zone 2. First, we solve for equilibrium

on dates T � (j1 + k1) � t � T � j1: Proposition 5 proves that for all these dates, x̂t
is identical and is given by [x̂T�i]

j1+k1
i=j1

= x�T�k1 : We then derive an algorithm which

solves for the remainder of zone 2, and also derives the dates on which zone 2 ends

and zone 3 begins.

Proposition 5 The unique equilibrium on dates T � (j1 + k1) � t � T � j1 is

[x̂T�i]
j1+k1
i=j1

= x�T�k1:

Proof. We give here a sketch of the proof (see the appendix for the full proof).

We know that [x̂T�i]
j1+k1
i=j1

> x�T�k1 cannot be an equilibrium for the following reason.

Consider x̂T�j1: Recall max
�
x�T�i

�j1�1
i=0

= x�T�k1 = x�max

Z1 ; i.e. x�T�k1 is the highest

critical value of reputation in zone 1. Hence, if x̂T�j1 > x�T�k1; then if the bank

liquidates on date T � j1; it will face no further repudiation before the horizon, given

that . But this would mean that date T � j1 is in zone 1 (from the de�nition of

zone 1), hence this cannot be an equilibrium. This argument generalizes for all dates

T � (j1 + k1) � t � T � j1; as shown in the full proof.

We know that [x̂T�i]
j1+k1
i=j1

< x�T�k1 cannot be an equilibrium for the following

reason. Consider x̂T�j1 and consider the bank type w = x̂T�j1: If x̂T�j1 < x�T�k1 ; then

if type w = x̂T�j1 liquidates on date T �j1; the furthest it can go and keep on lending

is date T �k1�1: On date T �k1; given that the bank has reputation x̂T�j1 < x�T�k1 ;

borrowers' equilibrium strategy will be to randomize, and in equilibrium, type w =
x̂T�j1 will not lend from date T �k1 onwards (given that it receives a pay-o� of zero if

it continues to lend, and thus it is indi�erent between lending and not lending). Now,

suppose that for dates T �j1+1 � t � T �k1�1; x�t < x̂T�j1 : Hence, with reputation

x̂T�j1 ; borrowers will repay with probability 1 on all dates T �j1+1 � t � T �k1�1:
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Hence, given this, and given that type w = x̂T�j1 will not lend after date T�k1�1; its

future pay-o�s are given by VMT�j1+1(x̂T�j1 ; x̂T�j1) =
j1�1P

i=k1+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i (the

argument we construct here is generalized in the full proof to consider all possible

equilibria, e.g. if in equilibrium the bank were only to lend up to date T � k1 � 2).
Hence, for equilibrium to hold, x̂T�j1 must solve the following:

q(x̂T�j1) +

j1�1X
i=k1+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i: = (1� �)Y (I�T�j1)I

�

T�j1
(28)

Note that x̂T�j1 is a decreasing function of the sum of future pay-o�s. If
j1�1P

i=k1+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i

increases, then q(x̂T�j1) must fall for (28) to hold, i.e. x̂T�j1 must fall since q is in-

creasing in x̂T�j1 : Note also that, following liquidation on date T � j1; the number of
dates for which type w = x̂T�j1 will continue to lend, without facing repudiation on

any date, is j1� k1� 1: But there also exists a date in zone 1, T � (j1� k1� 1); such
that if the bank liquidates on date T � ( j1 � k1 � 1); the number of dates for which
it will continue to lend, without facing repudiation on any date, is j1� k1� 1: In this

case, x̂T�(j1�k1�1) is determined such that the following holds:

q(x̂T�(j1�k1�1)) +

j1�k1�2X
i=0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i: = (1� �)Y (I�T�(j1�k1�1))I

�

T�(j1�k1�1)

(29)

Hence, given that the sum of future pay-o�s is similar on date T�( j1�k1�1) to date
T�j1; x̂T�j1 which solves (28) will be close to x̂T�(j1�k1�1) which solves (29). However,

from above, for any t00 > t0; I�t00 > I�t0 ; and �t00r
�

t00 > �t0r
�

t0 , hence (�t00r
�

t00 � 1) I�t00 >

(�t0r
�

t0 � 1) I�t0 : Hence,
j1�k1�2P

i=0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i >

j1�1P
i=k1+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i must

hold. So for (29) to hold, (ignoring any di�erence in the RHS) x̂T�j1 would need to

be higher than x̂T�(j1�k1�1): Lemma (4) actually states that the di�erence between

the future pay-o�s in (28) and (29) dominates any di�erence in the RHS. Hence, it

must be the case that x̂T�j1 > x̂T�(j1�k1�1): But since date T � (j1 � k1 � 1) is in
zone 1, we know that x̂T�(j1�k1�1) > x�T�k1 holds. Hence, x̂T�j1 > x̂T�(j1�k1�1) implies

that x̂T�j1 > x�T�k1: But this contradicts our original claim that x̂T�j1 < x�T�k1; hence

x̂T�j1 < x�T�k1 cannot be an equilibrium. This argument generalizes for all dates

T � (j1 + k1) � t � T � j1; as shown in the full proof.

Since x̂T�j1 > x�T�k1 cannot be an equilibrium, and x̂T�j1 < x�T�k1 cannot be an

equilibrium, the unique equilibrium is x̂T�j1 = x�T�k1: Given that max
�
x�T�i

�j1�1
i=0

=
x�T�k1 ; we know that x̂T�j1 > x�t for T � j1 + 1 � t � T � k1 � 1; hence borrowers

will repay on all these dates. For equilibrium to hold, borrowers must randomize on

date T � k1; such that type w = x̂T�j1 = x�T�k1 is indi�erent between liquidation
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and renegotiation on date T � j1: If the outcome of randomization is that borrow-

ers repudiate, type w = x̂T�j1's optimal strategy will be to renegotiate, given that

x̂T�j1 = x�T�k1 < x̂T�k1: Hence, in equilibrium borrowers will repudiate with proba-

bility �T�k1; where �T�k1 solves the following:

q(x̂T�j1) +

j1�1X
i=k1+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i + VMT�k1(x̂T�j1 ; x̂T�j1) =

(1� �)Y (I�T�j1)I
�

T�j1

where

VMT�k1(x̂T�j1 ; x̂T�j1) = (1� �T�k1)

�
k1P
i=0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i

�

��T�k1

�
1� (1� �)Y (I�T�k1)I

�

T�k1

�
: Also, if the bank liquidates on date T � j1; its

reputation on entering date T � k1 will be x̂T�j1 = x�T�k1 ; hence randomization

will be an optimal strategy for borrowers. This argument generalizes for all dates

T � (j1 + k1) � t � T � j1; as shown in the full proof.

Q.E.D.

We now need to solve for equilibrium in the remainder of zone 2, and also derive

the dates on which zone 2 ends and zone 3 begins. The following algorithm does this.

1) Derive
�
x�T�i

�j1+k1�1
i=j1

2) Set a = 1; b = 0:
3) Derive x�T�(j1+k1+a+b�1):

4) Derive zT�(j1+k1+a+b) such that the following holds

q(zT�(j1+k1+a+b))+

j1+k1+a+b�1X
i=k1+b+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i = (1��)Y (IT�(j1+k1+a+b))IT�(j1+k1+a+b)

(30)

If zT�(j1+k1+a+b) � max
�
x�T�i

�j1+k1+a+b�1
i=k1+b+1

; then go to step (5). If zT�(j1+k1+a+b) >

max
�
x�T�i

�j1+k1+a+b�1
i=k1+b+1

; then the equilibrium for date T�(j1+k1+a+b) is x̂T�(j1+k1+a+b) =

zT�(j1+k1+a+b): Return to step (3) and repeat for a = a + 1; b = b:

5) If max
�
x�T�i

�j1+k1+a+b�1
i=k1+b+1

2 Zone 2; then x�max

Z2 = max
�
x�T�i

�j1+k1+a+b�1
i=k1+b+1

and

Zone 3 begins on date T � (j1 + k1 + a + b): If max
�
x�T�i

�j1+k1+a+b�1
i=k1+b+1

2 Zone 1;

then let max
�
x�T�i

�j1+k1+a+b�1
i=k1+b+1

� x�T�k1�b�c where 1 � c � j1 � k1 � b� 1: Then the

equilibrium for dates T � (j1 + k1 + a + b + c � 1) � t � T � (j1 + k1 + a + b) is
[x̂T�i]

j1+k1+a+b+c�1

i=j1+k1+a+b
= x�T�k1�b�c: Return to step (3) and repeat for a = a and b = b+c:

We iterate on this process until we arrive at date T � (k1 + j1 + j2 + n1); the
start date of Zone 3, where j2 is the smallest a and n1 is the smallest b such that the

following two conditions hold:
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1) zT�(j1+k1+j2+n1) � max
�
x�T�i

�j1+k1+j2+n1�1
i=k1+n1+1

where zT�(j1+k1+j2+n1) solves the

following

q(zT�(j1+k1+j2+n1))+

j1+k1+j2+n1�1X
i=k1+n1+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i = (1��)Y (IT�(j1+k1+j2+n1))IT�(j1+k1+j2+n1)

and

2) max
�
x�T�i

�j1+k1+j2+n1�1
i=k1+n1+1

2 Zone 2 where j2 � 1 and 0 � n1 � j1 � k1 � 1

In step (4) we can prove that x̂T�(j1+k1+a+b) = zT�(j1+k1+a+b) is an equilibrium,

given that (30) holds, and

VMT�(j1+k1+a+b)+1(x̂T�(j1+k1+a+b); x̂T�(j1+k1+a+b)) =
j1+k1+a+b�1P
i=k1+b+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i; since

zT�(j1+k1+a+b) > max
�
x�T�i

�j1+k1+a+b�1
i=k1+b+1

implies that with reputation zT�(j1+k1+a+b),

the bank will face no further repudiation before date T � (k1 + b+1): Also, we know
that zT�(j1+k1+a+b) < x�T�k1�b; given that from step (5) there exists zT�(j1+k1+a0+b) <

x�T�k1�b which solves

q(zT�(j1+k1+a0+b))+

j1+k1+a
0
+b�1X

i=k1+b+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i = (1��)Y (IT�(j1+k1+a0+b))IT�(j1+k1+a0+b)

where a0 < a; hence
j1+k1+a+b�1P
i=k1+b+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i >

j1+k1+a
0
+b�1P

i=k1+b+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i

and (1� �)Y (IT�(j1+k1+a+b))IT�(j1+k1+a+b) < (1� �)Y (IT�(j1+k1+a0+b))IT�(j1+k1+a0+b)
which implies that zT�(j1+k1+a+b) < zT�(j1+k1+a0+b) < x�T�k1�b; hence in equilibrium

type zT�(j1+k1+a+b) will cease to lend on date T � k1 � b:

In step (5), the proof that [x̂T�i]
j1+k1+a+b+c�1

i=j1+k1+a+b
= x�T�k1�b�c is the same as the proof

of proposition 5.

The above solution of equilibrium in zone 2 also proves that VMt+1(w; x) is weakly
increasing in both w and x: The higher is the bank's type w; the lower is its cost

of liquidation, and hence the bank can survive for a longer period of time with its

reputation intact, before its incentives to liquidate deteriorate su�ciently such that

it is no longer optimal to liquidate, and hence the bank ceases to lend. Hence, higher

is the bank's type w; the greater are its future pay-o�s. The higher is the bank's

reputation x; the longer is the period of time it can lend without facing repudiation,

and hence the greater are its future pay-o�s.

Solving for zone �

We now give a general solution of the multi-period equilibrium by solving for the

generic zone � . We solve recursively for equilibrium in zone � ; given the equilibrium

for zone � � 1; and derive the dates on which zone � ends and zone � + 1 begins.
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Proposition 6 Suppose zone � begins on date T � (k��2 +
��1P
y=1

jy + n��2): Let

max [x�t j x
�

t 2 Zone � � 1] � x�T�k��1: Then equilibrium for dates T �(k��1+
��1P
y=1

jy�

1) � t � T � (k��2+
��1P
y=1

jy +n��2) is given by [x̂T�i]
k��1+

��1P

y=1

jy�1

i=k��2+
��1P

y=1

jy+n��2

= x�T�k��1: The

following algorithm then solves for equilibrium on the remaining dates in zone � :

1) Derive
�
x�T�i

�k��1+��1P

y=1

jy�2

i=k��2+
��1P

y=1

jy+n��2

2) Set a = 1; b = 0:
3) Derive x�

T�(k��1+
��1P

y=1

jy�2+a+b)

:

4) Derive z
T�(k��1+

��1P

y=1

jy�1+a+b)
such that the following holds q(z

T�(k��1+
��1P

y=1

jy�1+a+b)
)+

k��1+
��1P

y=1

jy�2+a+bP
i=k��1+b+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i = (1��)Y (I

T�(k��1+
��1P

y=1

jy�1+a+b)
)I

T�(k��1+
��1P

y=1

jy�1+a+b)

If z
T�(k��1+

��1P

y=1

jy�1+a+b)
� max

�
x�T�i

�k��1+��1P

y=1

jy�2+a+b

i=k��1+b+1
; then go to step (5).

If z
T�(k��1+

��1P

y=1

jy�1+a+b)
> max

�
x�T�i

�k��1+��1P

y=1

jy�2+a+b

i=k��1+b+1
; then the equilibrium for date

T � (k��1+
��1P
y=1

jy�1+a+ b) is x̂
T�(k��1+

��1P

y=1

jy�1+a+b)
= z

T�(k��1+
��1P

y=1

jy�1+a+b)
: Return

to step (3) and repeat for a = a+ 1; b = b:

5) Ifmax
�
x�T�i

�k��1+��1P

y=1

jy�2+a+b

i=k��1+b+1
2 Zone �; then x�max

Z� = max
�
x�T�i

�k��1+��1P

y=1

jy�2+a+b

i=k��1+b+1

and Zone �+1 begins on date T�(k��1+
��1P
y=1

jy�1+a+b): Ifmax
�
x�T�i

�k��1+��1P

y=1

jy�2+a+b

i=k��1+b+1
2

Zone � � 1; then let max
�
x�T�i

�k��1+��1P

y=1

jy�2+a+b

i=k��1+b+1
� x�T�k��1�b�c: Then the equilibrium

for dates T � (k��1 +
��1P
y=1

jy � 2 + a + b + c) � t � T � (k��1 +
��1P
y=1

jy � 1 + a + b) is

[x̂T�i]
k��1+

��1P

y=1

jy�2+a+b+c

i=k��1+
��1P

y=1

jy�1+a+b

= x�T�k��1�b�c: Return to step (3) and repeat for a = a and
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b = b + c:

Proof. The proof that [x̂T�i]
k��1+

��1P

y=1

jy�1

i=k��2+
��1P

y=1

jy+n��2

= x�T�k��1 is the same as the proof of

proposition 5. The proofs that x̂
T�(k��1+

��1P

y=1

jy�1+a+b)
= z

T�(k��1+
��1P

y=1

jy�1+a+b)
in step

(4) and [x̂T�i]
k��1+

��1P

y=1

jy�2+a+b+c

i=k��1+
��1P

y=1

jy�1+a+b

= x�T�k��1�b�c in step (5) are the same as the proofs

of step (4) and (5) in the algorithm above which solves for zone 2.

Q.E.D.

The algorithm derives the dates on which zone � ends and zone � + 1 begins as

follows. Zone � ends on date T � (k��1 +
�P

y=1

jy + n��1 � 1) and zone � + 1 begins

on date T � (k��1 +
�P

y=1

jy + n��1); where j� and n��1 are the smallest integers such

that the following two conditions hold:

1) zT�(k��1+
P �

y=1 jy+n��1)
� max

�
x�T�i

�k��1+P �
y=1 jy+n��1�1

i=k��1+n��1�1
where zT�(k��1+

P �
y=1 jy+n��1)

solves the following

q(zT�(k��1+
P �

y=1 jy+n��1)
) +

k��1+
P �

y=1 jy+n��1�1X
i=k��1+n��1+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i =

(1� �)Y (IT�(k��1+
P �

y=1 jy+n��1)
)IT�(k��1+

P �
y=1 jy+n��1)

and

2) max
�
x�T�i

�k��1+P �
y=1 jy+n��1�1

i=k��1+n��1�1
2 Zone � where j� � 1 and 0 � n��1 � k��2 �

k��1 +
P��1

y=1 jy + n��2:

We continue to solve for the equilibrium in each zone using this algorithm until

either we reach date t = 1, or we reach some date T � t0 such that lemma 7 holds.

Lemma 7 If there exists j 0 large enough such that

q(zT�t0) +
t0�1X

i=t0�j0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i > (1� �)Y (IT�t0)IT�t0

where zT�t0 = 0;
�
x�T�i

�t0�1
i=t0�j0

� 0; and x�T�(t0�j0)+1 > 0 then [x̂i]
T�t0

i=1 = 0.

Proof. Given that q(w)+VMT�t0+1(w; 0) > (1��)Y (IT�t0)IT�t0 for w � 0; x̂T�t0 = 0
is consistent with the bank's equilibrium strategy. x̂T�t0 = 0 implies that x�T�t0 � 0;
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hence it must be true that

q(0) +
t0X

i=t0�j0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i > (1� �)Y (IT�t0�1)IT�t0�1

given that
t0P

i=t0�j0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i >

t0�1P
i=t0�j0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i and (1��)Y (IT�t0�1)IT�t0�1 <

(1��)Y (IT�t0)IT�t0 ; hence x̂T�t0�1 = 0: By recursion on this process, we get [x̂i]
T�t0

i=1 =
0:

Q.E.D.

Lemma 7 shows that, as the bank's horizon gets longer, there comes a point when

the sum of future pay-o�s available to the bank if it retains its reputation grows

so large that all bank types w � 0 will prefer to liquidate, if borrowers repudiate,

no matter how high are their costs of liquidation. Hence, q(x̂t) + VMt+1(x̂t; x̂t) >

(1� �)Y (It)It holds even if x̂t = 0: If this is the case, in equilibrium we set x̂t = 0:
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12 Conclusion

This paper has formulated a new theory of �nancial intermediation and has explained

the general structure of credit markets.

Essentially, the paper has answered the question, why do banks exist? Banks

exist in order to lend to new borrowers with short credit histories. These borrowers

are unable to issue debt directly, because direct lenders regard them as too risky, and

expect them to repudiate their debt obligations. The bank is able to lend, because

it is a multi-period player in the credit market, which allows it to build a reputation

for being tough and thus deter borrowers from repudiation.

The paper has explained several important empirical features of the credit mar-

ket. It has explained why new borrowers (i.e. �rms which have only recently begun

trading) tend to borrow using bank �nance, whilst established borrowers tend to

issue debt directly. Established borrowers are charged lower interest rates. Con-

sequently, they are concerned about maintaining their reputation for being a good

credit risk, and will thus refrain from repudiation, in order to prevent direct lenders

from terminating their credit. Hence, direct lenders are willing to lend to them.

The paper has also explained why banks in the US and UK have a reputation

for being tough on �rms in �nancial distress, tending to liquidate immediately rather

than arranging rescue packages and allowing time for �nancial restructuring. In my

model, banks liquidate borrowers who default in order to build a reputation for being

tough and thus deter other borrowers from repudiation on future dates.

The paper has also explained why small businesses borrow almost exclusively from

banks and pay interest rate premiums on bank debt, even though survey evidence

suggests that banks do not perform a special service for which they are willing to

pay a premium. In my model, new borrowers (e.g. small businesses) are unable to

issue debt directly, and must therefore rely on bank �nance, and are forced to pay

whatever the bank charges.

My model also generates two important implications for �nancial policy. Firstly, it

suggests that measures to curb banks' powers to liquidate may be counter-productive.

Although this may reduce the incidence of ine�cient liquidation, the cost is that

liquidation would be less of a deterrent to borrower repudiation.

Secondly, my model predicts that measures to cut interest rates charged by banks

could be counter-productive. If borrowers repudiated, the bank would have no in-

centive to liquidate and thus build a reputation for toughness, as there would be no

future rents to o�set the cost of liquidation. Hence liquidation would no longer be a

credible threat, and thus borrowers would not be deterred from repudiation. Thus,

the bank would be better o� not lending to new borrowers at all.

There are two main directions for future research. Firstly, I intend to introduce

entry of new cohorts of borrowers. In the current model, on the threshold date when

borrowers have established a long credit history and thus reputation becomes e�ective

in policing their incentives, they switch from bank �nance to direct �nance. Hence,
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after this date the bank ceases to lend. But if we introduce entry of new cohorts of

borrowers each period, the bank will continue to lend in the model's steady state. If

we assume that the new cohorts face the same initial degree of adverse selection as

the original cohort of borrowers, and similarly that the new borrowers have no prior

credit history, then they will also be unable to borrow directly and must rely on bank

�nance.

Secondly, I intend to derive the market structure of the banking sector from �rst

principles, rather than assuming a monopoly bank as I have done here. In this

extension to the model, I assume that all lenders are initially identical, i.e. there is

no distinction between bank lenders and direct lenders. However, in equilibrium, only

a small number of lenders become banks, whilst the remainder become direct lenders.

The reason for this is as follows. Banks Cournot compete by choosing the amount

of funds they wish to supply in the credit market, and the market determines the

interest rate. Hence the greater the number of banks which enter the credit market,

the lower the interest rate premiums they are able to charge. During early periods,

there will be some mixed strategy defaults, and banks will liquidate in order to build

a reputation for toughness, and thus deter borrowers from future default, and also

in order to deter further entry of banks into the credit market, and thus prevent

their interest rate premiums from being competed away. Entry will occur up to the

point that further entry would su�ciently reduce interest rates, such that the rents

generated by the reputation no longer o�set the cost of entry (which is endogenously

determined as the cost of liquidating defaulters), i.e. liquidation costs serve as a

barrier to entry.

This extension makes two contributions to the literature. Firstly, it explains the

existence of a highly concentrated market structure in the banking sector, and the

evidence that banks wield a considerable degree of market power in the US and UK

economies. In the UK, the main clearing banks provide around 90 per cent of all

small �rm lending (Batchelor 1989). In the US, although market concentration is low

for the economy as a whole, banks have a considerable degree of local market power,

especially in banking services which require a local presence, such as lending to small

businesses (see Frankel and Montgomery (1991)).

Secondly, it makes a contribution to the literature on industrial organization.

The standard approach in modelling reputation games in this literature is to model

an incumbent long-lived monopolist which faces repeated entry by a sequence of

other (long-lived) monopolists (e.g. Kreps-Wilson (1982a), Fudenberg-Kreps (1987)).

However, in my approach, I make no initial assumptions about the market structure,

it is derived from �rst principles.
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13 Appendix

Proof of lemma 2

Taking the �rst order condition of (19), we have

(1� �t)
@Vt(rep; rt)

@I
+ �t

@Vt(def; x(rt))

@I
= 0

Borrowers' static pay-o� functions for date t are given by

ut(rep; rt) = (Y (It)� rt)It

ut(def; x(rt)) = (1� Pt(x(rt)))�Y (It)It

Hence

@Vt(rep; rt)

@I
� 0 and

@Vt(def; x(rt))

@I
> 0 for It � I�(rep; rt) (31)

@Vt(rep; rt)

@I
< 0 and

@Vt(def; x(rt))

@I
� 0 for It � I�(def) (32)

Therefore, from (31) and (32), it must be true that

I�(rep; rt) < I�(rt; �t) < I�(def; x(rt)) for all rt: We now prove that any demand

function I(rt) where I(rt) > I�(rep; rt) for some rt cannot be an equilibrium.

Consider an equilibrium with the demand function I 0(rt) where I
0(r̂t) > I�(rep; r̂t)

for some arbitrary value r̂t: In equilibrium, x(r̂t) is determined such that

VBt(rep; I
0(r̂t); r̂t) = VBt(def; I

0(r̂t); x(r̂t))

and for equilibrium to hold, it must be optimal for borrowers to borrow I 0(r̂t) and
repay if the signal outcome is `repay', and repudiate if the signal outcome is `repudi-

ate'. The bank will refuse to lend if and only if the borrower o�ers a contract which

implies it is optimal for the borrower to default with certainty, i.e. it is optimal for the

borrower to default even if the signal outcome is `repay', i.e. , Vt(rep; I(rt); rt) <
Vt(def; I(rt); x(rt)) where Vt(def; I(rt); x(rt)) = (1 � Pt(x(rt)))�Y (It)It given that

the bank's belief when the signal outcome is `repay' is that default implies type B,

hence credit will be terminated if a borrower defaults. But there exists a pro�table

deviation from the borrowers' strategy, which satis�es the bank's constraints on lend-

ing. Borrowers will prefer to borrow I�(rep; rt) rather than I 0(rt) if the signal out-

come is `repay', given that I�(rep; rt) = argmaxVt(rep; rt)) Vt(rep; I
�(rep; rt); rt) >

Vt(rep; I
0(rt); rt) and the bank will be willing to lend given that Vt(rep; I

�(rep; rt); rt) >
Vt(rep; I

0(rt); rt)) Vt(rep; I
�(rep; rt); rt) > Vt(def; I

0(rt); x(rt)), since in equilibrium

VBt(rep; I
0(rt); rt) = VBt(def; I

0(rt); x(rt)); and Vt(def; I
0(rt); x(rt)) > Vt(def; I

�(rep; rt); x(rt))

must be true given that
@Vt(def;x(rt))

@I
> 0 for I�(rep; rt) � It < I�(def; x(rt)), hence

Vt(rep; I
�(rep; rt); rt) > Vt(def; I

�(rep; rt); x(rt)) must hold.
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Q.E.D.

Proof of proposition 3

Lemma 1 rules out any demand function in which the level of borrowing is a

function of the signal outcome. Lemma 2 further rules out any demand function

for which I(rt) > I�(rep; rt) for some rt: Hence only demand functions which sat-

isfy I(rt) � I�(rep; rt) 8 rt are feasible in equilibrium, and borrowers' optimization

problem becomes

max
It

(1� �t)Vt(rep; rt) + �tVt(def; x(rt))

subject to It � I�(rep; rt)

However, given that for any demand function I 0(rt) where I
0(r̂t) < I�(rep; r̂t) for some

r̂t; I
�(rep; rt) = argmaxVt(rep; rt)) Vt(rep; I

�(rep; rt); rt) > Vt(rep; I
0(rt); rt); and

Vt(def; I
�(rep; rt); x(rt)) > Vt(def; I

0(rt); x(rt)) given that
@Vt(def;x(rt))

@I
> 0 for It <

I�(def; x(rt)); therefore the following must be true
(1� �t)Vt(rep; I

�(rep; rt); rt) + �tVt(def; I
�(rep; rt); x(rt)) >

(1 � �t)Vt(rep; I
0(rt); rt) + �tVt(def; I

0(rt); x(rt)). Hence borrowers will strictly pre-

fer I�(rep; rt) to any It < I�(rep; rt): Hence if I�(rep; rt) is an equilibrium demand

function, it is the unique equilibrium. We now prove that it is an equilibrium for bor-

rowers to borrow I�(rep; rt) and repay if the signal outcome is `repay', and borrow

I�(rep; rt) and repudiate if the signal outcome is `repudiate'. In equilibrium, x(rt) is
determined such that

VBt(rep; I
�(rep; rt); rt) = VBt(def; I

�(rep; rt); x(rt)) (33)

where VBt(def; I
�(rep; rt); x(rt)) = (1 � Pt(x(rt)))�Y (I�(rep; rt))I

�(rep; rt): If the
signal outcome is `repudiate', there are no pro�table deviations through borrowing

I 0(rt) 6= I�(rep; rt) and defaulting. If I 0(rt) < I�(rep; rt); Vt(def; I
0(rt); x(rt)) <

Vt(def; I
�(rep; rt); x(rt)) given that

@Vt(def;x(rt))

@I
> 0 for It < I�(def; x(rt)): If I

0(rt) >
I�(rep; rt); Vt(def; I

0(rt); x(rt)) > Vt(def; I
�(rep; rt); x(rt)) must be true given that

@Vt(def;x(rt))

@I
> 0 for It < I�(def; x(rt)); and Vt(rep; I

�(rep; rt); rt) > Vt(rep; I
0(rt); rt))

Vt(def; I
0(rt); x(rt)) > Vt(rep; I

�(rep; rt); rt), since (33) holds in equilibrium; hence

Vt(def; I
0(rt); x(rt)) > Vt(rep; I

0(rt); rt) must be true, which means that the bank will

refuse to lend. There are also no pro�table deviations through borrowing any I 0(rt)
and repaying. Given that the signal outcome is `repudiate', the bank's beliefs are

that default implies the pool of current borrowers. Therefore

VBt(def; x(rt)) = Pt(x(rt))��VBt+1 + (1� Pt(x(rt)))�Y (It))It
VBt(rep; rt) = (Y (It)� rt)It + Pt(x(rt))��VBt+1
VAt(def; x(rt)) = Pt(x(rt))�VAt+1 + (1� Pt(x(rt)))�Y (It))It
VAt(rep; rt) = (Y (It)�rt)It+Pt(x(rt))�VAt+1, given that if the bank liquidates, it will
re-lend to defaulters, and if the bank renegotiates, it will lose its reputation, hence

the credit market closes and there are no future borrowing opportunities. Then from
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(33), and given that the signal outcome is `repudiate', Vt(def; I
�(rep; rt); x(rt)) >

Vt(rep; I
�(rep; rt); rt) > Vt(rep; I

0(rt); rt); hence there are no gains if borrowers repay
when the signal outcome is `repudiate'.

If the signal outcome is `repay', borrowers have no incentive to borrow I 0(rt) �
I�(rep; rt) and default, given that x(rt) is determined such that (33) holds, and
@Vt(def;x(rt))

@I
> 0 for It < I�(def; x(rt)), hence

Vt(rep; I
�(rep; rt); rt) � Vt(def; I

0(rt); x(rt)): Borrowers cannot deviate by borrowing

I 0(rt) > I�(rep; rt); since as shown above, Vt(def; I
0(rt); x(rt)) > Vt(rep; I

0(rt); rt),
hence the bank will not lend.

Q.E.D.

Proof of lemma 4

We prove by induction, proving �rst for the case m = 1:We begin by proving that

�
�T�(g+h�1)r

�

T�(g+h�1) � 1
�
I�T�(g+h�1) �

�
�T�(g+h)r

�

T�(g+h) � 1
�
I�T�(g+h) >

(1� �)
�
Y (I�T�(g+h))I

�

T�(g+h) � Y (I�T�(g+h+1))I
�

T�(g+h+1)

�
(34)

We need to derive the change in

�
�t+1r

�

t+1 � 1
�
I�t+1 � (1� �)Y (I�t )I

�

t

for a given change in �t and �t+1; which is given by

��
�t+1r

�

t+1 � 1
� @I�t+1
@�t+1

+ I�t+1
@(��t+1r

�

t+1)

@�t+1

�
(�t+1 � �t)�

(1� �)

�
Y (I�t )

@I�t
@�t

+ I�t
@Y (I�t )

@�t

�
(�t � �t�1)

Given that @I�

@�
= 1

4b
( 1

�2
);

@(��t+1r
�

t+1)

@�t+1
> 0; @Y (I�t )

@�t
< 0; then

�
�t+1r

�

t+1 � 1
�
�2t (�t+1 � �t) > (1� �)Y (I�t )�

2

t+1 (�t � �t�1))

��
�t+1r

�

t+1 � 1
� @I�t+1
@�t+1

+ I�t+1
@(��t+1r

�

t+1)

@�t+1

�
(�t+1 � �t)�

(1� �)

�
Y (I�t )

@I�t
@�t

+ I�t
@Y (I�t )

@�t

�
(�t � �t�1) > 0

Hence if (27) holds then (34) holds to a �rst order approximation. When m = 1;
(25)� (26) gives

q(x̂T�g�h)� q(zT�g�h�1) +
�
�T�(g+h�1)r

�

T�(g+h�1) � 1
�
I�T�(g+h�1)

�

�
�T�(g+h)r

�

T�(g+h) � 1
�
I�T�(g+h) � (1� �)(Y (I�T�(g+h))I

�

T�(g+h)�
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Y (I�T�(g+h+1))I
�

T�(g+h+1)) +
g+h�2P
i=g

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i�

g+h�1P
i=g+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i = 0:

From (34), and given that for any t00 > t0; (�t00r
�

t00 � 1) I�t00 > (�t0r
�

t0 � 1) I�t0 ; it must be
true that q(x̂T�g�h) < q(zT�g�h�1), zT�g�h�1 > x̂T�g�h:

We now prove for the case m = m0 + 1; given that zT�g�h�m0 > x̂T�g�h holds.

zT�g�h�m0 and zT�g�h�(m0+1) are determined such that the following hold

q(zT�g�h�m0) +

g+h+m0
�1X

i=g+m0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i = (1� �)Y (I�T�g�h�m0)I�T�g�h�m0 (35)

q(zT�g�h�(m0+1))+

g+h+m0X
i=g+m0+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i = (1��)Y (I�T�g�h�(m0+1)

)I�T�g�h�(m0+1)

(36)

Given that�
�T�(g+h+m0

�1)r
�

T�(g+h+m0
�1)
� 1

�
I�T�(g+h+m0

�1)
��

�T�(g+h+m0)r
�

T�(g+h+m0)
� 1

�
I�T�(g+h+m0)

>

(1��)
�
Y (I�T�(g+h+m0)

)I�T�(g+h+m0)
� Y (I�T�(g+h+m0+1)

)I�T�(g+h+m0+1)

�
and that for any

t00 > t0; (�t00r
�

t00 � 1) I�t00 > (�t0r
�

t0 � 1) I�t0 ; (35) � (36) implies that q(zT�g�h�(m0+1)) <
q(zT�g�h�m0), zT�g�h�(m0+1) > zT�g�h�m0 > x̂T�g�h�m0:

Q.E.D.

Proof of proposition 5

We begin by proving that [x̂T�i]
j1+k1
i=j1

> x�T�k1 cannot be an equilibrium. We know

that x̂T�j1 > x�T�k1 cannot be an equilibrium, given that with reputation x̂T�j1 the
bank proceeds to date T without facing any further defaults, hence VMT�j1+1(x̂T�j1 ; x̂T�j1) =
j1�1P
i=0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i: But from the de�nition of x�max

Z1 ; zT�j1 < x�max

Z1 where zT�j1

solves the following

q(zT�j1) +

j1�1X
i=0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i = (1� �)Y (I�T�j1)I

�

T�j1

Hence x̂T�j1 > x�max

Z1 implies

q(x̂T�j1) + VMT�j1+1(x̂T�j1 ; x̂T�j1) > (1� �)Y (I�T�j1)I
�

T�j1

thus x̂T�j1 > x�max

Z1 cannot be an equilibrium. We now prove that x̂T�j1�n > x�max

Z1

cannot be an equilibrium, for n = 1; 2:::k1. We have max
�
x�T�i

�j1�1+n
i=0

= x�max

Z1 given

that in equilibrium
�
x̂T�(j1�1+i)

�n
i=1

= x�max

Z1 ; hence
h
x�T�(j1�1+i)

in
i=1

< x�max

Z1 : With
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reputation x̂T�j1�n > x�max

Z1 the bank proceeds to date T without facing any fur-

ther repudiation, hence VMT�j1�n+1(x̂T�j1�n; x̂T�j1�n) =
j1+n�1P
i=0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i:

Given the de�nition of zT�j1; and given that (1 � �)Y (I�T�j1�n)I
�

T�j1�n
< (1 �

�)Y (I�T�j1)I
�

T�j1
, x̂T�j1�n > x�max

Z1 implies

q(x̂T�j1�n) + VMT�j1�n+1(x̂T�j1�n; x̂T�j1�n) > (1� �)Y (I�T�j1�n)I
�

T�j1�n

thus x̂T�j1�n > x�max

Z1 cannot be an equilibrium for n = 1; 2:::k1:

We now prove that [x̂T�i]
j1+k1
i=j1

< x�T�k1 cannot be an equilibrium. Suppose j1 =
k1 + 1: Then if x̂T�j1 < x�T�k1 , it would be optimal for type w = x̂T�j1 to drop out

on date T � k1; hence VMT�j1+1(x̂T�j1; x̂T�j1) = 0: Given that

q(x̂T�j1) + 0 < (1� �)Y (I�T�j1)I
�

T�j1

x̂T�j1 < x�T�k1 cannot be an equilibrium. Now suppose j1 > k1 + 1 and [x̂T�i]
j1+k1
i=j1

<

x�T�k1 : If bank type x̂T�j1 liquidates on date T � j1; it could continue to lend without

encountering further default for no more than j1�k1�1 periods, after which on date

T � k1; it will drop out given that x̂T�j1 < x�T�k1 ; hence VMT�j1+1(x̂T�j1; x̂T�j1) �
j1�1P

i=k1+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i; where

j1�1P
i=k1+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i is the future pay-o� avail-

able to the bank with type x̂T�j1 and reputation x̂T�j1 if borrowers repay with prob-

ability 1 on dates T � j1 + 1 � t � T � k1 � 1. Similarly for n = 1; 2; : : : k1,
after liquidation on date T � (j1 + n); bank type x̂T�(j1+n) could continue for no

more than j1 � k1 � 1 + n periods before dropping out on date T � k1, hence

VMT�(j1+n)+1(x̂T�(j1+n); x̂T�(j1+n)) �
j1�1+nP
i=k1+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i:Now, suppose for some

p > j1 there exists zT�p < x�T�k1 such that the following holds

q(zT�p) +

p�1X
i=k1+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i = (1� �)Y (I�T�p)I

�

T�p

We now prove that it cannot be true that p � j1 + k1: Suppose p � j1 + k1: Then
zT�p solves

q(zT�p) + VMT�p+1(zT�p; zT�p) = (1� �)Y (I�T�p)I
�

T�p

where VMT�p+1(zT�p; zT�p) �
p�1P

i=k1+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i; as explained above: From

the de�nition of x�max

Z1 ; we know that there exists x̂T�n > x�max

Z1 for n = 1; 2:::j1 � 1
which satisfy

q(x̂T�n) + VMT�n+1(x̂T�n; x̂T�n) = (1� �)Y (I�T�n)I
�

T�n
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where VMT�n+1(x̂T�n; x̂T�n) =
n�1P
i=0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i: Hence for p = j1 + 1; j1 +

2:::j1 + k1 there exists a corresponding n = p� j1 such that

VMT�p+1(zT�p; zT�p) �

p�1X
i=k1+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i < VMT�n+1(x̂T�n; x̂T�n)

Hence from lemma 4, zT�p > x̂T�n > x�max

Z1 ; which contradicts the original assertion

that zT�p < x�max

Z1 : Therefore [x̂T�i]
j1+k1
i=j1

< x�max

Z1 cannot be an equilibrium.

We now prove that [x̂T�i]
j1+k1
i=j1

= x�max

Z1 is an equilibrium. For equilibrium to

hold for n = 0; 1; 2; : : : k1, borrowers must randomize on date T � k1 such that type

w = x�max

Z1 is indi�erent between liquidation and renegotiation if borrowers default

on date T � j1 � n: Hence borrowers must default on date T � k1 with probability

�T�j1�n
T�k1

which is determined such that the following holds

q(x̂T�j1�n) +

j1�1+nX
i=k1+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i + VMT�k1(x̂T�j1�n; x̂T�j1�n) =

(1� �)Y (I�T�j1�n)I
�

T�j1�n
(37)

where

VMT�k1(x̂T�j1�n; x̂T�j1�n) = (1� �T�j1�n
T�k1

)

�
k1P
i=0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i

�

��T�j1�n
T�k1

�
1� (1� �)Y (I�T�k1)I

�

T�k1

�
and VMT�k1(x̂T�j1�n; x̂T�j1�n) > 0: We know

that there must exist 0 < �T�j1�n
T�k1

< 1; given that �T�j1�n
T�k1

= 0 implies that

q(x̂T�j1�n) + VMT�j1�n+1(x̂T�j1�n; x̂T�j1�n) > (1� �)Y (I�T�j1�n)I
�

T�j1�n

given that from the de�nition of Zone 1, zT�j1 < x�max

Z1 where zT�j1 solves the following

q(zT�j1) +

j1�1X
i=0

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i = (1� �)Y (I�T�j1)I

�

T�j1

and �T�j1�n
T�k1

= 1 implies that

q(x̂T�j1�n) + VMT�j1�n+1(x̂T�j1�n; x̂T�j1�n) < (1� �)Y (I�T�j1�n)I
�

T�j1�n

given that from the proof above that [x̂T�i]
j1+k1
i=j1

< x�max

Z1 cannot be an equilibrium,

there exists zT�j1�n > x�max

Z1 which solves

q(zT�j1�n) +

j1�1+nX
i=k1+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i = (1� �)Y (I�T�j1�n)I

�

T�j1�n
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hence

q(x�max

Z1 ) +

j1�1+nX
i=k1+1

�
�T�ir

�

T�i � 1
�
I�T�i < (1� �)Y (I�T�j1�n)I

�

T�j1�n
(38)

Since VMT�k1(x̂T�j1�n; x̂T�j1�n) is continuous and decreasing in �T�k1; there exists

0 < �T�j1�n
T�k1

< 1 such that (37) holds, and from (38) we know that

VMT�k1(x̂T�j1�n; x̂T�j1�n) > 0 must hold.

The revision of reputation if the bank liquidates on date T � j1 � n is consistent

with the bank's equilibrium strategies, given that

q(w) + VMT�j1�n+1(w; x̂T�j1�n) T (1� �)Y (I�T�j1�n)I
�

T�j1�n

as w T x̂T�j1�n. Hence borrowers' belief that liquidation on date T�j1�n implies that

bank type must be w � x̂T�j1�n is consistent with the bank's equilibrium strategy,

since only bank types w � x̂T�j1�n �nd it optimal to liquidate. Finally, borrowers'

belief that if the bank lends on date T �k1 then this implies reputation is unchanged

at x̂T�j1�n is consistent with the bank's equilibrium strategy, since it is optimal for all

bank types w � x̂T�j1�n to lend on date T�k1 given that VMT�k1(x̂T�j1�n; x̂T�j1�n) >
0 as shown above. Hence xT�k1 = x�T�k1 which means randomization is an optimal

strategy for borrowers. Note that borrowers' equilibrium strategy on date T � k1 is

a function of both xT�k1 and the liquidation outcome on dates T � (j1 + k1) � t �
T � j1: If the bank's post-entry reputation is x�T�k1 and if borrowers default on date

T � j1 � n and the bank liquidates, borrowers' strategy is to default on date T � k1
with probability �T�j1�n

T�k1
: If the bank's reputation after entering date T � k1 is x

�

T�k1

and there is no default on dates T � (j1 + k1) � t � T � j1; borrowers' strategy is to

default on date T � k1 with probability ��T�k1; as de�ned above.

Q.E.D.
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